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ABSTRACT

AUCTION AND BARTER MODELS
FOR ELECTRONIC MARKETS

We propose three auction and barter based electronic market models. Our ﬁrst
model is a direct barter model for the course add/drop process in the universities.
We model the course add/drop process as a direct barter problem in which add/drop
requests can be placed as barter bids. We also introduce a two-level weighting system
that enables students to express priorities among their requests while providing fairness
among the students. Our second model is the multi-unit diﬀerential auction-barter
model which augments the double auction model with barter bids so that besides the
usual purchase and sale activities, bidders can also carry out direct bartering of items.
Our model also provides a mechanism for making or receiving a diﬀerential money
payment as part of the direct bartering of items, hence, allowing bartering of diﬀerent
valued items. Furthermore, a powerful and ﬂexible bidding language is designed which
allows bidders to express their complex preferences of purchase, sell and exchange
requests. Our third model is the double auction with limited cover money model.
In this model, we propose the use of discrete time double auction institution for the
trading of used goods as well as new ones. Our model allows declaration of an amount
of cover money so that what is spent on purchased items minus the proceeds of sold
items does not exceed this cover money amount. We also introduce a mechanism so
that bidders may place multiple item requests in a single bid and limit the maximum
number of items to be purchased. We formally deﬁne these three models and formulate
the corresponding optimization problems. We propose fast polynomial-time network
ﬂow based algorithms for optimizing the ﬁrst and the second models and show that
the decision version of the optimization problem for the third model is NP-complete.
The performances of our algorithms are also demonstrated on various test cases.
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ÖZET

ELEKTRONİK PAZARLAR İÇİN
MÜZAYEDE VE TAKAS MODELLERİ

Bu tez içerisinde üç adet müzayede ve takas tabanlı elektronik pazar modeli
önerilmektedir. Birinci modelimiz üniversitelerdeki ders ekleme/bırakma süreci için
bir doğrudan takas modelidir. Bu modelde öğrenciler ders ekleme/bırakma isteklerini takas tekliﬁ olarak verebilmektedirler. Ayrıca, öğrencilerin isteklerini öncelik
sırasına göre belirtebilmelerini ve öğrenciler arasında adaleti sağlayan iki seviyeli bir
ağırlıklandırma sistemi de mevcuttur. İkinci modelimiz çok birimli farksal müzayedetakas modelidir. Bu model çift taraﬂı müzayede sistemine takas özelliği eklemektedir.
Bu sayede katılımcılar alış ve satış tekliﬂerinin yanı sıra takas tekliﬂeri de verebilmektedir. Ayrıca farklı ﬁyatlı ürünlerin takas edilebilmesini sağlayan, ürünler arasında ﬁyat
farkı belirtme özelliği de sağlanmıştır. Bu özelliklere ilaveten katılımcıların karmaşık
satın alma, satış ve takas isteklerini ifade edebilmelerini sağlayan güçlü ve esnek bir teklif dili geliştirilmiştir. Üçüncü modelimiz bütçe sınırlı çift taraﬂı müzayede modelidir.
Bu modelde yeni ve ikinci el ürünlerin ticareti için ayrık zamanlı çift taraﬂı müzayede
sistemi önerilmiştir. Bu model, her bir katılımcının bir bütçe sınırı belirtmesine izin vererek, katılımcının aldığı ve sattığı ürünler arasındaki ﬁyat farkının belirttiği bütçe sınırı
dâhilinde kalmasını sağlar. Ayrıca, bu modelde katılımcıların ilgilendikleri ürünleri tek
bir teklifte toplayabilmesini ve almak istediği ürün sayısını sınırlayabilmesini sağlayan
bir mekanizma da mevcuttur. Bu üç model ve bu modellere ait eniyileme problemleri
matematiksel olarak tanımlanmıştır. Birinci ve ikinci modellerin eniyilemesi için hızlı
polinom zamanlı algoritmalar önerilmiş, üçüncü modele ait eniyileme probleminin ise
NP-complete sınıfına dâhil olduğu ispatlanmıştır. Önerilen algoritmaların başarımları
çeşitli test problemleri üzerinde gösterilmiştir.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Practically unlimited human needs and wants combined with the limited resources
in the world have caused the practice of trading to be an essential social activity
throughout the history. This has also led to the natural development of the concept
of market which is deﬁned as a means for exchanging any type of goods, services and
information, i.e. commodities, that brings buyers and sellers in contact by providing
the necessary regulations and services for trading. Markets provide individuals in a
society an ability to exchange scarce resources voluntarily resulting in an increased
social welfare. The evidence suggests that markets have been around as long as history
and they have also inﬂuenced the development of culture [1]. For instance, the earliest
known writings found in Mesopotamia are the records of merchants and tax collectors
which contain economic information.

Functions provided by a market can be fundamentally categorized into two headings:

(i) Matching buyers and sellers: A market brings multiple buyers and sellers to a
physical marketplace and matches the buyers and sellers based on the supply and
demand proﬁles. For this matching process, the market provides one or more
of the following services [2]: (i) a posting service for sellers that allows them to
post their product oﬀerings which are shaped based on the demand information
supplied by the market itself, (ii) a search service for buyers which allows them
to search and select the product oﬀerings according to their criteria, and (iii) a
pricing service for determining transaction prices of the commodities exchanged
in the market, for instance the descending price auction is used for pricing in the
Dutch ﬂower market [3].
(ii) Execution and monitoring of transactions: Aside from the matching service, a
market provides the necessary services for facilitating the execution and monitoring of a transaction which is the act of exchanging of items of value such as
commodities and money between a buyer and a seller. A transaction typically
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requires the transportation of commodities and transfer of the payments. A market provides necessary information, monitoring and legal services for executing
successful transactions among parties.

Recent advances in information technology have made major impact on these
functions of markets and provided an ability to shift from the traditional physical markets where the traders meet at a certain place and at a certain time for exchanging
commodities, to the electronic markets. Although there is no single deﬁnition, in this
context an electronic market (e-market) is deﬁned as an inter-organizational information system that provides one or more of the described functions of a market [4].
Compared to its physical counterpart, an e-market has the following primary beneﬁts:

(i) Weakens time and space restrictions: The key feature of an e-market is that it
brings multiple buyers and sellers in contact by weakening time and space restrictions [5]. Therefore, an e-market has the potential of attracting more participants
than a physical market. For instance, eBay, the world’s largest online market,
has more than 94 million active users globally [6] and Alibaba.com, the world’s
biggest business-to-business market has more than one million active users [7].
As the number of participants increases, the higher competition level among the
suppliers causes increased supplier innovation [8]. Furthermore, a higher aggregation level of supply and demand is reached which results in increased economic
eﬃciency.
(ii) Reduces transaction costs: An e-market can reduce buyers’ search costs to obtain
information about the product oﬀerings of sellers [4, 9]. The reduced search costs
increase the competition level among sellers and prevent them from posting a
price which is much higher than the marginal cost of a commodity which is the
cost of producing one more unit of that commodity. This increases the allocative
eﬃciency of the market, i.e. the eﬃciency with which a market is allocating
resources [10]. Additionally, an e-market can also lower the information sharing
and monitoring costs [8] by providing electronic transaction monitoring services.
For instance, Garicano et al. [11] analyze the Internet-based ﬁrm Autodaq which
operates in the wholesale used car auction market of roughly nine million cars per
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year. They indicate that on the order of 5% decrease in the automobiles’ values
and 80% decrease in the economic transaction costs are observed.
(iii) Allows increased product variety: E-markets allow increased product variety compared to the physical counterparts. For instance, according to the study of Brynjolfsson et al. [12], Amazon and Barnes and Noble have 2.3 million books listed
on their online markets whereas a typical physical book store have only 40,000 to
100,000 titles. Similarly, Wal-Mart supercenters which occupy an area of up to
230,000 square-feet have at most one-sixth of the available items in their online
version, walmart.com. Brynjolfsson et al. also show that the gain of the consumers from the increased product variety can be up to 10 times higher than the
gain obtained from the price reduction in e-markets.

In their seminal article, Malone et al. [13] predict that these beneﬁts of the emarket will cause it to be the dominant institution for coordinating economic activity.
However, although there are many positive examples, to date the envisioned utilization
level of e-markets has not been reached. Some of the reasons are as follows. First of all,
although the ease of accessing information and reduced search costs in e-markets are
expected to cause the optimal allocation of resources which also increases the social
welfare, in practice they cause the proﬁt margin, i.e. the net proﬁt as a percentage
of the revenue, of the sellers to approach to zero [5]. This may prevent suppliers
from participating in the market and reduce the trading volume greatly as seen in
BargainFinder example which was an intermediary CD search service that sorts the
CD retailers selling a speciﬁc CD based on the sale prices [14]. This caused reduction
in the sales of some of the CD retailers, and eventually they blocked this service from
accessing their inventory information. Thus, e-markets should provide incentives for
both buyers and sellers. A positive example for this is the AUCNET which is a businessto-business type of e-market for used car transactions in Japan [10]. The prices in
AUCNET are slightly higher than those in traditional markets, and this attracts more
used car suppliers to the market. Increased number of available used cars in the
market also attracts the buyers who agree to pay slightly more to avoid the cost of
searching and participating in physical markets. Secondly, from buyers’ perspective,
e-markets are not preferable when the commodity speciﬁcation is complex and the
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purchase frequency is relatively low [15]. Furthermore, buyers in especially in businessto-business markets tend to integrate long-term relationships with suppliers in order
to beneﬁt from customized products, improved quality and support, and reduced risk
of transaction [8, 15, 16]. Finally, it is observed that the increased information ﬂow
may also cause information overload and information equivocality which lead to price
dispersion in e-markets, which is the variation in the prices of the same item across
the diﬀerent sellers of the same item [17].

1.1. Contributions of the Thesis

Considering the aforementioned disadvantages, in order for e-markets to be pervasive, innovative market mechanisms that support more complicated scenarios should
be introduced [18]. In this thesis, we propose three diﬀerent auction and barter based
e-market models for three diﬀerent markets. The proposed models seek to achieve the
following objectives:
• The model should be designed speciﬁc to the market in which it is intended to
be used. It should utilize market-speciﬁc features.
• The model should support multilateral transactions, i.e. the transactions between
two or more participants.
• The model should provide incentives for all participants. It should aim for maximizing the social welfare while providing fair allocation of resources.
• The model should allow participants to express their complex preferences of exchange.
• The model should not bear computational diﬃculty so that it can be applicable
to large e-markets with high number of participants.

Our ﬁrst model is the direct barter model for the course add/drop process in
the universities. Even though course timetabling and student scheduling problems
have been studied extensively, not much has been done for the optimization of student
add/drop requests after the initial registration period. Add/drop registrations are
usually processed with a ﬁrst come ﬁrst served policy. This, however, can introduce
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ineﬃciencies and dead-locks resulting in add/drop requests that are not satisﬁed even
though they can, in fact, be satisﬁed. We model the course add/drop process as a
direct barter problem in which add/drop requests appear as bids. We formulate the
winner determination problem as an integer linear program and show that our problem
can be solved polynomially as a minimum cost ﬂow network problem. In our model, we
also introduce a two-level weighting system that enables students to express priorities
among their requests while providing fairness among the students. We demonstrate
both the improvement in the satisfaction of students over the currently used model,
and also the fast performance of our algorithms on various test cases based on real-life
registration data of our university.

Our second model is the multi-unit diﬀerential auction-barter (MUDAB) model
which is designed especially for double auction (DA) markets. The MUDAB model augments the well-known DA model with barter bids so that besides the usual purchase
and sale activities, bidders can also carry out direct bartering of items. The MUDAB
model also provides a mechanism for making or receiving a diﬀerential money payment
as part of the direct bartering of items, hence, allowing bartering of diﬀerent valued
items. It allows multiple instances of commodities to be exchanged. Furthermore, a
powerful and ﬂexible bidding language is designed which allows bidders to express their
complex preferences of purchase, sell and exchange requests, and hence increases the
allocative eﬃciency of the market. The winner determination problem of the MUDAB
model is formally deﬁned, and a fast polynomial-time network ﬂow based algorithm is
proposed for solving the problem. The fast performance of the algorithm is also demonstrated on various test cases containing up to one million bids. Thus, the proposed
model can be used in large-scale online auctions without worrying about the running
times of the solver.

Finally, the third model proposed in this thesis is the double auction with limited
cover money (DALCOM) model. We propose the use of discrete time double auction
institution for the trading of used goods and also new ones whereby each bidder can put
forward items for sale as well as place bids for purchase. Our double auction market
also provides a mechanism for the declaration of an amount of cover money so that
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what is spent on purchased items minus the proceeds of sold items does not exceed this
cover money amount. Since it may be possible for someone to be indiﬀerent to multiple
diﬀerent items or multiple instances of the same item, we introduce a mechanism so
that the bidder may place multiple item requests in a single bid and limit the maximum
number of items to be purchased. For ﬁnding the equilibrium prices, the well known
k-double auction policy is used. We formulate the winner determination problem using
linear integer programming, and prove that the decision version of this problem is NPcomplete and also it is inapproximable unless P = N P . We also design a test case
generator with wide range of conﬁgurable parameters for simulating real markets and
prepare a comprehensive test suite. The performance of the CPLEX mixed integer
programming (MIP) solver for this problem is demonstrated on this test suite.

In the following chapter, we brieﬂy discuss common auction and barter mechanisms used in e-markets. In Chapter 3, we introduce the direct barter model for
course/add drop process. The multi-unit diﬀerential auction-barter model and the
double auction with limited cover money model are discussed in Chapters 4 and 5,
respectively. Finally, the thesis is concluded in Chapter 6.

Parts of this thesis have been published in scientiﬁc journals [19–21].
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2. A SURVEY OF AUCTION AND BARTER MODELS

There is an enormous literature on the subject of e-markets (see, for example, the
surveys [5, 22, 23] and the book [24]) and coverage of the whole literature is beyond
the scope of this thesis. We give a brief introduction to common auction and barter
models found in the literature in order to provide a basis for clear understanding of
the proposed models.

2.1. Auction Models

As deﬁned in [25], an auction is a market institution with an explicit set of
rules determining resource allocation and prices on the basis of bids from the market
participants. Although the precise origin of auctions is not known, the earliest auction
found in the historical writings dates back to 500 B.C. [26]. The Greek historian,
Herodotus, described Babylonian annual auctions in which young women were sold
to men for the purpose of marriage. However in these auctions, instead of starting
with low prices and increasing after, the oﬀers for women started from a high price
and lowered until a bidder accepted that price. Auctions were also used in the times
of the Romans as a system of commercial trade. After a battle, captured prisoners
and goods were being auctioned by agents. Although auctions have a history of more
than 2500 years, the major development in auction theory has been observed in the
past few decades. Especially, advances in information technology have provided us to
design more complex and eﬃcient auction models. In this section, we present the most
common auction models found in the literature. For a discussion on other auction types
and a comprehensive taxonomy, the reader is referred to [27, 28]. Also, an introductory
survey on the auction based electronic markets can be found in [29].

2.1.1. Single-Item Auctions

In the traditional single item auction model, each item or indivisible bundle of
items is auctioned one at a time and the winner is determined simply by picking the
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highest bidder for each item. Because of its simplicity, this model has been widely used
throughout the history and it is still the most popular auction format today.

There are four major single-item auction types [30]:

(i) The English Auction: In this well-known open-cry auction type, the auctioneer
opens the auction with a reserve price, the lowest acceptable price, and proceeds
to the higher bids from bidders until no further increase in the oﬀered price
occurs. The bidder who oﬀered the highest price gets the item by paying the
oﬀered amount. As the term open-cry implies, all the bids are known by all the
bidders during the auction. In this auction type, the auctioneer has also right
to keep the reserve price secret. Because of the high competition level among
bidders and inexperienced bidders who bid up the price, the winner’s curse, that
is paying more than the item’s utility, is very common. Currently, this is the
most widely used auction type around the world.
(ii) The Dutch Auction: Although the English auction is the most common auction
type, the Dutch auction is the ﬁrst auction known in the history. In contrast
to the English auction, in this auction type, bidding starts at an extreme price
and is lowered until a buyer buys the item by calling “mine”. The buyer pays
the exact price at the time he calls “mine”. This auction type has been used in
Dutch ﬂower market since the end of the nineteenth century [3].
(iii) The First-Price Sealed-Bid Auction: Diﬀerent from the open-cry auctions, in this
auction type, the bids are sealed, and hence are hidden from the other bidders.
Generally, each bidder is allowed to submit only one bid which makes the preparation of a bid extremely important. There are two phases of this auction type.
A bidding phase in which bidders submit their bids and a resolution phase in
which the winner of the auction is determined. As in the English auction, the
winner pays the exact amount he oﬀered in his bid. Sealed ﬁrst-price auctions
are commonly used in government tenders.
(iv) The Second-Price Sealed-Bid Auction: This auction type is also known as the
Vickrey auction which has been introduced by Vickrey et al. [30]. As the ﬁrstprice sealed-bid auction, the bids are sealed. However, in this auction type,
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the winner of the auction pays the amount of the second highest bid instead of
the amount of his own bid. Although this auction format is rarely used, it is
important theoretically since it provides bidders an incentive to oﬀer their true
utility values in their bids.

These types of auctions can also be extended to multi-unit case in which more
than one identical or equivalent units of an item are auctioned. For detailed discussion
on multi-unit single-item auctions see [31].

2.1.2. Combinatorial Auctions

Single-item auctions are suitable when the value of each item is unrelated to the
values of other items for every bidder. However, there may be complementarities and
substitutabilities between items [32]. Assume that in an electronic equipment auction,
several diﬀerent brands of televisions and video recorders are to be auctioned. The
valuation of a bidder on the bundle of a television and a video recorder can be higher
than the sum of the valuations of the television and the video recorder alone. In this
case, there is complementarity between the television and the video recorder for this
bidder. Conversely, the valuation of a bidder on the bundle of two diﬀerent brands of
televisions can be lower than the sum of the separate valuations. In this case, there
is substitutability between televisions of diﬀerent brands for this bidder. Formally,
complementarity between items i and j exists if gb ({i, j}) > gb ({i}) + gb ({j}) where
gb (S) is the gain of getting a set of items S for a bidder b. Substitutability between
items i and j exists if gb ({i, j}) < gb ({i}) + gb ({j}).

If there are complementarities between diﬀerent items, single-item auctions may
provide ineﬃcient allocation. Although parallel auction model in which items are auctioned simultaneously can increase the allocative eﬃciency by reducing uncertainty, this
does not help us in solving the complementarity problem that involves complementarities between items [33]. Combinatorial auction model solves this problem by allowing
package bidding, i.e. bidding on combinations of diﬀerent items [34, 35]. In this model,
all items are available to bidders and bidders are free to express their own valuations
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of any combination of items. The combinatorial auction model is applicable to many
real-world situations such as auctions for radio spectrum rights [36], airport slot allocations [37], transportation services [38–40], course registrations [41], and commercial
time slot allocations [42]. Among these, probably the most famous auctions are the
Federal Communications Commission (FCC) electromagnetic spectrum auctions [43–
46]. Since 1994, FCC has conducted more than 50 auctions in the type of simultaneous
multiple-round (SMR) auctions. In SMR, licenses that have complementarities are
available for bidding in parallel. Auctions are conducted in successive rounds lengths
of which are announced by FCC. After each round, results are processed and made
public. Until the next round, bidders go over their bid strategies and adjust their bids
if necessary. Auction ends when no new bid is submitted during a round. Although
package bidding is not allowed in the original SMR auctions, the laboratory experiments have demonstrated that allowing package bidding will improve the spectrum
auction outcomes in the presence of complementarities [47].

In combinatorial auction model, it is possible to solve the substitutability problem
by introducing one or more dummy items for each substitutable item [32]. The role
of dummy items is to allow bidders to express exclusive-or relationship between bids.
For instance, if a bidder wants to get one television of brand A or B, one dummy
item should be introduced and two separate bids, one bid for combination of dummy
item and television of brand A and another bid for combination of dummy item and
television of brand B, must be submitted by the bidder. Although this trick helps
solving substitutability problem, the number of bids increases combinatorially with
the number of substitutable items.

Combinatorial auction model provides economically better allocation of items at
the expense of computational diﬃculty. The winner determination problem of combinatorial auction model (CAP ) as formulated by Rothkopf et al. [48] and Sandholm [33]
is an instance of weighted set packing (and also weighted independent set) problem
which is known to be NP-hard [48–50]. For unrestricted CAP, many optimum search
algorithms have been proposed [32, 33, 51–54]. It must be noted that although specialized algorithms perform better in some test cases compared to commercial general
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purpose MIP software such as CPLEX [55], in other cases they fall behind [51, 53, 54].
Therefore, general purpose MIP solvers can be considered as a good choice among the
optimum solvers for CAP. For detailed discussion about optimum search techniques
see [35, chap. 14].

The single unit combinatorial auction model provides economically eﬃcient allocations when the bidders are interested in bundles of items. However, they are
inappropriate for situations where multiple instances of items are auctioned. Since a
bidder would not be interested in a speciﬁc unit, he should place a separate bid for
each combination of items he wants to buy. For instance, if the bidder wants to get
50 keyboards and 60 mice out of 200 keyboards and 300 mice in a single unit combi( )(300)
( )
natorial auction, he must bid 200
times where nr is combination of r out of n.
50
60
Multi-unit combinatorial auction (MUCA) model solves this problem by representing
identical items as multiple units of single item and allowing bidders to bid on instances
of items [56–59]. For further discussion on combinatorial auctions, the reader is referred
to [34].

If multiple instances of items are to be auctioned, the MUCA model provides
eﬃcient bid representation. Although substitutability problem between identical units
of items is solved with this model, substitutability between diﬀerent items is not considered. If the bidder does not diﬀerentiate between two or more diﬀerent items, the
MUCA model becomes insuﬃcient for representing such preferences. As an example,
assume that 100 units of each of the four diﬀerent types of a keyboard (e.g. type A,B,C
and D) are to be auctioned in the MUCA model. Consider the following two scenarios:
• A bidder wants to buy 100 keyboards of type A or C. In order to express this
(
)
preference, one dummy item must be introduced and 2+100−1
= 101 bids should
100
be placed.
• Likewise, if a bidder wants to buy 100 keyboards without diﬀerentiating any four
(
)
keyboard types, one dummy item must be introduced and 4+100−1
= 176, 851
100
bids should be placed.
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In order to overcome this ineﬃciency in preference expression, Özer et al. [19] have proposed a new auction model called multi-unit nondiscriminatory combinatorial auction
(MUNCA) model. In this model, bidders may encode their preferences of substitutability to bids easily by declaring a list of nondiscriminatory items. In the above example,
MUNCA model would enable the bidder to express his preferences by placing only one
bid in each of the above scenarios. For further discussion on this model, the reader is
referred to [19, 60].

2.1.3. Reverse Auctions

In the aforementioned single-item and combinatorial auction models, a single
seller posts one or more items for sale and multiple buyers submit bids for purchasing
these items. In the reverse auction models, the roles of buyers and sellers are reversed.
A single buyer holds a reverse auction for the procurement of one or more items and
multiple sellers submit asks for selling the requested items. In this case, the objective
of the auction is to lower the prices of items for the beneﬁt of the buyer.

As in the combinatorial auctions, if there are complementarities between diﬀerent
items, combinatorial reverse auction model can be used. In combinatorial reverse
auctions, buyers can submit asks for bundles of items. However, as in the case of the
combinatorial auction model, the winner determination problem is NP-hard [58].

2.1.4. Double Auctions

In double auction (DA) model, multiple sellers and buyers coexist in the auction
and can submit multiple asks (sale bids) and bids (purchase bids) simultaneously for
well-deﬁned commodities. Beginning with Smith [61], many laboratory experiments
with DA rules have been carried out (see [62] and [63] for a survey). The experiments
demonstrate that the DA institution results in high allocative eﬃciency even with a
small number of traders [64–66] which also explains the wide usage of the DA institution
in the exchanges. The popularity of the institution has motivated researchers to propose
and study variants of the DA. The single-unit DA is the base model in which each
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commodity in the market is considered as a unique item. The multi-unit DA [67, 68] is
an extension to the single unit DA which allows multiple instances of a commodity to
be traded in the auction. Kalagnanam et al. [69] introduce a multi-unit DA institution
with assignment constraints and propose a network ﬂow algorithm for ﬁnding the
optimum allocation of commodities. In the (multi-unit) combinatorial DA [70, 71], the
institution further allows package (combinatorial) bidding in which the participants can
submit bids on bundles of items instead of a single item as in combinatorial auctions.

According to the market clearing interval, there are two types of the DA model. In
the continuous time DA institution, asks and bids can be submitted and retracted any
time during the auction, and exchanges of items are carried continuously. Depending
on the active set of asks and bids, a public list of best orders, asks with lowest price
and bids with highest price, is maintained. If a seller oﬀers a price that is smaller than
or equal to the bid with the highest price or if a buyer oﬀers a price that is greater
than or equal to the ask with the lowest price, the corresponding ask and bid pair
are matched and removed from the system. The continuous time DA is the preferred
auction format in the stock exchanges.

In the discrete time DA institution, which is also known as the call-market [72] or
the clearinghouse [73], traders submit sealed asks and bids during a predeﬁned trading
period. At the end of this period, the asks and bids are sorted according to their prices,
and supply/demand proﬁles for the commodities, i.e. the supplied and demanded
quantities at each price, are generated. Using these proﬁles, market equilibrium prices
are found. The market is then cleared by matching the lowest priced ask to the highest
priced bid and continuing until the prices cross the equilibrium price threshold. This
market clearing procedure is computationally easy [28, 74].

For determining the market equilibrium prices in a discrete time DA institution,
k-DA policy can be used [75]. In two player k-DA policy, ﬁrst a parameter k ∈ [0, 1] is
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determined, and then the equilibrium price is deﬁned as:

k · b + (1 − k) · a

where a and b are the prices of the matched ask and bid, respectively (a ≤ b). The
parameter k deﬁnes the distribution ratio of the utility (b − a) between the seller and
the buyer. For instance, in 1/2-DA, the utility is equally shared. The border cases
k ∈ {0, 1} have strategic importance. If k = 0, the seller determines the equilibrium
price. This policy is called seller’s oﬀer DA. Conversely, if k = 1, then the policy is
called buyer’s bid DA in which the buyer determines the equilibrium price. The k-DA
policy can simply be extended to the multilateral case where there are multiple buyers
and sellers of the same item [76].

In terms of allocative eﬃciency, the expected eﬃciency of a discrete time DA
institution is higher than that of the continuous time DA [77, 78]. Despite this ineﬃciency, the continuous time DA is still the preferred institution in many ﬁnancial
markets since it is believed that the high market throughput of the continuous time
DA institution compensates the eﬃciency loss [79].

For further details on DA institution, the reader is referred to the surveys [73, 78].

2.2. Barter Models

2.2.1. Direct Bartering

Bartering, or direct bartering in this context, is deﬁned as trading by exchange of
commodities rather than by the use of any medium of exchange such as money. Direct
bartering is the ﬁrst known trade format and has been used throughout the history
especially till the invention of the commodity money. In 1888, Jevons [80] stated the
diﬃculty of ﬁnding “double coincidence of wants”, that is ﬁnding two individuals who
want to exchange their items. This diﬃculty is the major weakness of the direct bar-
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tering that severely restricted its usage in the exchanges. However, the recent advances
in information technology have enabled us to utilize multilateral direct bartering, i.e.
bartering involving two or more parties, which makes the bartering institution suitable for many specialized markets, such as trading of computational resources, internet
domain names and electronic media over the barter grids [81, 82].

As in the auction models, depending on whether multiple units of an item can
exist in the market and whether the combinatorial exchange is allowed or not, direct
bartering models can be classiﬁed into four categories [81]:

(i) Single-instance single-item: In this model, each item in the market is considered
as unique and only one-to-one exchanges are allowed that is each item may be
bartered for another single item. For instance, a bidder may place a barter bid
stating that he wants to barter his own item A for another item C. The associated optimization problem aims to maximize the number of bartered items by
extracting a maximum set of arbitrary length distinct barter cycles. An example
for a barter cycle of length three is

gives item A to

gives item B to

gives item C to

Bidder 1 −−−−−−−−→ Bidder 2 −−−−−−−−→ Bidder 3 −−−−−−−−−→ Bidder 1

The barter requests (bids) in this model can be represented using a directed graph.
In this graph, each item in the market is represented with a vertex and each
barter bid is represented with an arc such that the arc originates from the vertex
representing the owned item and is directed towards the vertex representing the
item to be exchanged for. Using this representation, the optimization problem
can be reduced to the maximum vertex disjoint problem which can also be reduced
to the assignment problem [83, 84]. This problem is solvable in O(n3 ) time where
n is the number of barter requests. This model corresponds to the single-unit
single-item auction model in the auction taxonomy.
(ii) Multiple-instance single-item: This model extends the single-instance model such
that there can be multiple units of each item in the market. However, the allowed
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exchange type is still one-to-one such that a single unit of an item can be bartered
for single unit of another item. For instance, a bidder can oﬀer to barter his own
three units of item A with three units of another item B. Ozturan [82] solves the
optimization problem of this model by reducing it to the minimum cost network
ﬂow problem in strongly polynomial time. This model corresponds to the multiunit single-item auction model.
(iii) Single-instance multiple-item: As in the single-instance single-item model each
item is considered as unique, and so there can only be single instance of each item
in the market. However, the model now allows many-to-many exchanges, that
is a bundle of any number of items of a participant can be bartered for another
bundle of any number of items in the market. For instance, a barter request in a
form such as barter a bundle of item A and item B for item C is allowed. The
optimization problem for this model is NP-Hard [81]. This model corresponds to
the single-unit combinatorial auction model.
(iv) Multiple-instance multiple-item: This model extends the single-instance multipleitem model to support multiple units of items. Thus, there can be multiple
instances of each item and bids on the combinations of items are allowed. An
example barter request is barter a bundle of two units of item A and three units
of item B for a bundle of one unit of item C and two units of item D. As in the
single-instance case, the associated optimization problem is NP-Hard [81]. This
model corresponds to the multi-unit combinatorial auction model.

Ozturan [81, 82] provides the mathematical description of these direct barter
models and the solution procedures. López et al. [85] have also studied electronic barter
architectures that utilize direct bartering mechanism and present a formal framework
for such architectures using process algebra. They extend their framework in [86] so
that the transaction and shipping costs are included.

Bartering has diverse application areas. For instance, Buttyán et al. [87] propose
a direct bartering mechanism to increase the message delivery rate in opportunistic
networks in which the messages are transferred through the intermediate agents in
a store-carry-and-forward manner. In the proposed mechanism, a mobile agent can
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only get a message from another agent if it uploads another message in return. This
prevents agents from being selﬁsh and refusing to distribute messages for the beneﬁt
of other agents in the network, and increases the message delivery rate.

Another example is BitTorrent [88] which is a peer-to-peer ﬁle distribution system. It uses a direct bartering mechanism to provide incentive to users for robust
distribution of ﬁles. The users who want to download the same ﬁle can barter the
downloaded parts of the ﬁle among themselves in order to prevent a possible bandwidth bottleneck which could be observed if all users download from a single source.
However, the direct bartering mechanism used in BitTorrent is bilateral. Multilateral bartering in the form of reciprocal trade has also been used in other peer-to-peer
ﬁle distribution systems such eMule [89] and PACE [90]. Bilateral and multilateral
approaches in peer-to-peer systems are compared in [91].

Direct bartering is also used in kidney exchanges [92–95]. Kidney failure is a
common disease which unfortunately has no permanent treatment except a kidney
transplant. Since the demand for transplants cannot be met with the deceased-donor
kidneys, patients also look for a living donor who can give one of his two kidneys.
However, for a kidney transplant to be made the donor and the patient must be bloodtype and tissue-type compatible. Thus, ﬁnding a compatible living donor is more
diﬃcult than just ﬁnding a living donor. A solution for this compatibility problem is
kidney exchanges. In a kidney exchange, the living donors of the patients are matched
using a direct barter mechanism. Consider the following example. Assume that Donor
Da wants to donate his kidney to Patient Pa but they are incompatible. Similarly,
Donor Db wants to donate his kidney to Patient Pb but they are incompatible, too.
However, it may be the case that Donor Da is compatible with Patient Pb and Donor
Db is compatible with Patient Pa . Then, using the direct barter mechanism, Donor Da
can be matched with Patient Pb and Donor Db can be matched with Patient Pa . This
direct bartering mechanism corresponds to single-instance single-item model with one
major diﬀerence. In single-instance single-item model, the length of the barter cycles
can be arbitrary. For kidney exchanges on the other hand, because of the necessity of
doing transplants simultaneously, the length of cycles should be limited. This makes
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the resulting optimization problem NP-Hard. However, for this problem, Abraham et
al. [95] propose eﬃcient optimum algorithms that can handle 10,000 patients, and thus,
allow the nation-wide exchanges to be established.

2.2.2. Reciprocal Trade

The diﬃculty of ﬁnding “double coincidence of wants” for the direct bartering
can be overcome by the reciprocal trade [96, 97]. In reciprocal trade, also known
as barter trade, individuals that decide to participate in barter become customers of
a trade exchange. Each customer has an account of barter units controlled by the
exchange. Diﬀerent from the direct bartering, trading of goods or services are made
in multilateral fashion using barter units. When a customer sells a good, the amount
of the good in terms of barter units is deposited to his account. Similarly, when he
buys a good, the amount of the good is withdrawn from his account. Allowing trading
of goods of unequal value and overcoming the necessity of ﬁnding double coincidence
of wants, makes barter trade a more preferred alternative than the direct bartering in
commodity exchanges.
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3. A DIRECT BARTER MODEL FOR THE COURSE
ADD/DROP PROCESS

3.1. Introduction

In universities, course timetabling (CT), student scheduling (SS) and add/drop
processes involve the coordination of various resources and entities. CT basically deals
with the allocation of time slots and classrooms to courses by taking into consideration
issues such as preferences of instructors and classroom locations. Given a timetable,
in SS phase, students select courses according to their needs and preferences. Because
of course and section quota restrictions or enrollment balancing requirements among
the sections, it is not possible to satisfy the needs and preferences of all the students.
Therefore, some policy or algorithm needs to be employed in SS phase for the assignment of students to courses and sections. During the add/drop phase, a readjustment
of the assignment solution in SS phase basically takes place by the addition, dropping
and swapping of courses and/or sections. In the literature, phases CT and SS have
been extensively studied (see, for example, surveys [98–101]). Some approaches tackled either CT or SS exclusively. Some approaches coupled these two phases and solved
the combined course timetabling and student scheduling problem. In this chapter, our
focus will be on the add/drop process. Not much has been done for this phase - we
are aware of only one work (that of Graves et al.’s [41]) that addresses the add/drop
process. The add/drop process has an important diﬀerence from that of CT and SS. A
student may have been already assigned to a seat in a course or section from SS phase
and he may want to swap (barter) this seat that he owns with another seat owned
by other students in another course or section. Hence, one can say that whereas CT
and SS phases can be modeled as an assignment problem, for the add/drop process
bartering is a more appropriate model.

We were motivated to develop a direct barter model for the add/drop process
because of some problems we noticed during add/drop periods at our Boğaziçi Uni-
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versity. Since 1998, a web based online registration system has been used for course
registration [102]. Before the beginning of each semester, students are admitted to the
system and are allowed to take courses if both prerequisites of the courses are satisﬁed
and the quotas of the courses permit. The system works on a ﬁrst come ﬁrst served
(FCFS) policy basis and at the beginning of each registration period, a race occurs
among students for popular courses. Generally, the quotas of the popular courses are
ﬁlled within the ﬁrst few hours of online registration period. After the registration
period, the semester begins and during the ﬁrst week of the semester, students attend
and evaluate their courses. At the end of this week, add/drop period of one week
begins and the students are allowed to change their courses and/or sections of their
courses. Because of the FCFS basis of the system and the quota restrictions, when a
student drops a course, he may not be able to take it again. This situation forces a
student who wants to change his course, ﬁrst try to add a new course, and then drop
the old course. Although this does not pose a problem if the quotas of the courses are
not full, it does for the popular courses. It is observed in Boğaziçi University student
registration system that the current FCFS based system causes deadlock situations,
and hence reduces the total satisfaction of students. Although diﬀerent implementations of FCFS approach exist in diﬀerent registration systems, all FCFS based systems
are prone to the same problem. For instance, in UniTime [103, 104], which is an opensource enterprise system for automated construction of course timetables and student
schedules, when a student wants to add a course which is not available, the student is
assigned to the wait-list of that course. Wait-lists are processed automatically in FCFS
manner as one seat becomes available for the corresponding course. Therefore, since a
student who wants to change his course cannot be sure whether he would be assigned
to the new course, he would not want to drop the course he has already assigned until
he obtains a seat in the new course. Thus, this would also lead to the same problem.

In order to increase the eﬃciency of add/drop process in terms of students’ satisfaction compared to the current FCFS based system of our university, a direct barter
model for the course add/drop process is proposed. The objective of the model is to
increase the total satisfaction of students while preserving fairness among them. For
this purpose, along with the usual add and drop requests, this model allows students
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to barter the courses they want to drop for the courses they want to add. Students
express their requests through submitting multiple add, drop and barter bids and in
each add and barter bid, they can declare a set of alternative courses to be added.
Besides, in this model, they can indicate relative priorities of their bids and the courses
they want to register for. For instance, if a student prefers course A over course B,
and course B over course C, he just declares A ≻ B ≻ C. Furthermore, students can
request the same course or the same set of courses in multiple bids and can also declare
restriction sets in which only one course can be added to their schedule.

In this chapter, we contribute a formal development of the model. We present
a network ﬂow based algorithm that allows us to solve the problems in strongly polynomial time. We also compare the solutions of our model with that of the FCFS
approach based on real-world student registration data and present the performance
of our algorithms on various tests.

In the next section, we present an example with which we explain our model for
the course add/drop process. In Section 3.3, we formally deﬁne and formulate our
model using integer programming. Then, in Section 3.4, we present a minimum cost
network ﬂow solution of our problem and in Section 3.5, we present the experimental
results. A review of the related literature is given in Section 3.6. Finally, the chapter
is concluded in Section 3.7.

3.2. A Motivational Example and the Model

In this section, we present an example scenario for the add/drop process on
which we explain our direct barter model. Assume that during the registration period,
students Ali, Mehmet, Ayşe and Aslı have been registered for courses STS 401.01,
SOC 101.01, ESC 301.01 and SOC 101.01, respectively. Murat, on the other hand,
has been registered for both STS 401.02 and PSY 101.01. Suppose that during the
add/drop period, the students declare add, drop, and barter bids as shown in Table 3.1.
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Table 3.1. Example problem for illustrating add, drop, and barter bids.

Bids:
1.

Ali

: STS 401.01 → {PSY 101.01, STS 401.02}

2.

Mehmet

: SOC 101.01 → {STS 401.01}

3.

Ayşe

: ESC 301.01 → {SOC 101.01}

4.

Murat

: STS 401.02 → {SOC 101.01, ESC 301.01}

5.

Murat

: PSY 101.01 −
→ {ESC 301.01}

6.

Elif

:

∅ → {STS 401.01, STS 401.02}

7.

Elif

:

∅ → {SOC 101.01}

8.

Aslı

: SOC 101.01 →

∗

∅

Remaining Quota Information:
• STS 401.02 : 1 student

Bids 1-5 are examples of a barter bid. In a barter bid, the left hand side of the
arrow indicates the course to be dropped and the right hand side indicates the course
to be added. A barter bid as the name suggests enforces the student to drop the course
on the left hand side if he adds the new course on the right hand side. For instance, in
bid 3 Ayşe wants to drop ESC 301.01 if she could add SOC 101.01 to her course list.
Bids 6 and 7 are examples of an add bid. An add bid states that the student wants to
add the course on the right hand side without dropping any other course. Likewise, a
drop bid, e.g. bid 8, states that the student wants to drop the course on the left hand
side without adding any other course.

Bids 1, 4 and 6 are diﬀerent from the others in terms of having a request set
of more than one course on the right hand side. These bids are called multi-bids. A
multi-barter bid states that the student is indiﬀerent, at least to some degree, to the
set of requested courses and he is willing to drop the course on the left hand side if
he could add any one of the courses in this set. Similarly, a multi-add bid states that
the student wants to add any one of the courses in this set without dropping any other
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course. Since drop bids are not restricted with quota constraints, they should always
be satisﬁed. Therefore, we do not need to explicitly incorporate multi-drop bids in the
model.

Multi-bids can be considered as combinations of two or more single bids which
are XOR’ed. For instance, in bid 1, Ali wants to add either PSY 101.01 or STS 401.02
but not both and drop STS 401.01 on the condition that his add request is satisﬁed.
This bid can be represented as a combination of two XOR’ed bids, STS 401.01 → {PSY
101.01} and STS 401.01 → {STS 401.02}. Bid 1 is satisﬁed if exactly one of these bids
is satisﬁed. By introducing multi-barter bids, without losing generality, we can now
safely assume that there are no two barter bids of a student that have the same course
on the left hand side since such bids can be combined and represented as one multibarter bid. In addition to the multi-barter bid mechanism, the model allows a student
to mark a barter bid (either single or multi-barter) as drop-unless-barter meaning that
the student wants to barter the course on the left hand side for a course in the request
set given on the right hand side. However, if bartering is not possible, then he wants
to drop the course on the left hand side. In the given example, it is indicated using
a star above the arrow of the bid 5. In this bid, Murat wants to barter PSY 101.01
for ESC 301.01 and if ESC 301.01 cannot be added, Murat wants to drop PSY 101.01.
Again, by further introducing drop-unless-barter mechanism, drop and barter requests
can be combined and again without losing generality, we can state that there cannot
be any two bids of a student that have the same course on the left hand side.

The add/drop process based on the direct barter model is a batch process and
consists of two phases, a bid submission phase in which the students are allowed to
submit bids to the system or retract bids from the system and a solution phase in
which the optimum solution is calculated. Depending on the duration of the add/drop
period, these phases can be repeated as many times as necessary. For instance, for each
day of the add/drop period, the bids can be collected from the students throughout
the day and the solution can be calculated at the end of the day and announced to the
students afterwards.
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3.2.1. Expressing Preferences - Weighted Model

Although the described unweighted model helps to increase the total satisfaction
of students, it can further be improved by assigning weights to the bids. In the weighted
model, add, drop, and barter bids are deﬁned respectively as follows:

w

i
c∅ −−→
{(ai1 , wi1 ), (ai2 , wi2 ), . . . , (aip , wip )}

w

i
di −−→
{(c∅ , 0)}

w

i
di −−→
{(ai1 , wi1 ), (ai2 , wi2 ), . . . , (aip , wip )}

where i is the index of the bid, wi is the weight of the bid i, and di is the course to be
dropped. c∅ denotes the null course used for representing the course to be dropped or
added for add and drop bids respectively. In the weighted model, weights are assigned
not only to the bids, but also to the requested courses. Therefore, the request set
contains tuples (aij , wij ) where aij is the requested course, wij is the associated weight,
and p is the number of the requested courses.

By assigning weights to the bids and the requested courses, the model becomes
more powerful in the sense that it enables students to express their preferences inside
the bids. For instance, weight values can be assigned to a student’s bids indicating the
degree of his preferences for his bids. The weight of the most favored bid would be the
highest and the least favored would be the lowest. Likewise, for each multi-bid, weight
values can also be assigned to the requested courses in the request set if he is not totally
indiﬀerent to these courses. Considering the quota restrictions and the submitted bids,
among the possible courses in the request set, the one with the highest weight would be
added to the student’s course list. Besides the ability to express preferences among the
bids and the requested courses, the weighted model also enables favoring some students
over others. Special students such as graduating students can also be favored oﬃcially
by their department by increasing or maximizing the weights of their bids. This will
ensure that if the quotas of the courses are available then these students will be the
ﬁrst to add the courses they want. Similarly, using the same mechanism, successful
students, i.e. the students with higher grade point average (GPA), can also be favored
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depending on the policy of the university.

3.3. Formulation of the Model
The weighted direct barter model is formally deﬁned as follows: let C = {c1 , c2 ,
. . . , cm } be the set of m courses and Q = (qc1 , qc2 , . . . , qcm ) be the tuple of remaining
quotas where qck is the remaining quota of course ck (1 ≤ k ≤ m, qck ∈ N). Let
S = {s1 , s2 , . . . , st } be the set of t students. We deﬁne Bl as the set of bids submitted
∪
by a student sl and the set of all bids, B, is deﬁned as B = tl=1 Bl . Each bid is
denoted by a triplet, bi = (di , wi , Ri ), where di is the course to be dropped for barter
and drop bids or the null course, c∅ , for add bids (di ∈ C ∪ {c∅ }), wi ∈ R+ is the weight
and Ri is the request set of the bid bi . The request set of a bid is either {(c∅ , 0)} for
drop bids or a set of two tuples, Ri = {(ai1 , wi1 ), (ai2 , wi2 ), . . . , (aip , wip )}, for barter
and add bids. Each tuple (aij , wij ) in Ri indicates the requested course, that is the
course to be added, and the associated weight respectively (aij ∈ C, wij ∈ R). Finally,
the set D ⊆ B denotes the bids which are marked as drop-unless-barter.

A bid bi is called satisﬁable if at least one of the courses in the request set
has one or more remaining quota or there exists at least one satisﬁable bid whose
course to be dropped is in the request set of bi . Formally, given bi = (di , wi , Ri ) and
bl = (dl , wl , Rl ) the following predicate is true: ∀i(satisﬁable (bi ) ⇔ ∃j ((aij , wij ) ∈
Ri ∧ ((qaij ∈ Q ∧ qaij > 0) ∨ ∃l (satisf iable (bl ) ∧ dl = aij ))))

By the deﬁnition, all drop bids are satisﬁable. The objective of the model is to
ﬁnd the set of satisﬁable bids that maximizes the sum of the weights, that is the sum of
both bid weights and weights of the requested courses, and hence the total satisfaction
of students.

In order to formulate the model using integer programming, two binary variables
are introduced. The binary decision variable x determines the satisﬁed bids and y
determines the requested course which is added if the corresponding bid is satisﬁed.
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Formally,


1, if bid i is satisﬁed
xi =

and yij =


0, otherwise



1, if course aij is added for bid i

0, otherwise

It should be noted that for a drop-unless-barter bid bi , the meaning of satisfaction is
slightly diﬀerent. xi = 0 means that the student drops the course without adding any
other course and xi = 1 means that the student barters the course for another course.
The integer programming formulation of the model is as follows:
∑

maximize

∑

(wi xi + α ·

∀i | bi ∈B

wij yij )

∀j | (aij ,wij )∈Ri

subject to
∑
∀i | bi ∈(B\D)∧di =ck

xi −

(3.1)



∑

yij ≥ − qck +

∀i,j | bi ∈B∧(aij ,wij )∈Ri ∧aij =ck


1

∀i | bi ∈D∧di =ck

(∀k | ck ∈ C) (3.2)

∑

xi −

∑

yij = 0 (∀i | bi ∈ B ∧ Ri ̸= {(c∅ , 0)})

∀j | (aij ,wij )∈Ri

(3.3)
xi = 1 (∀i | bi ∈ B ∧ Ri = {(c∅ , 0)})
(3.4)
∑

yij ≤ 1 (∀k, l | ck ∈ C ∧ sl ∈ S)

∀i,j | bi ∈Bl ∧(aij ,wij )∈Ri ∧aij =ck

(3.5)
xi ,yij ∈ {0, 1} (∀i, j)

(3.6)

Note that in this formulation, the objective line in Eq.(3.1) maximizes the sum of the
bid weights and the weights of the courses in the request sets. In this equation, α
factor is a constant positive number to be determined according to the actual weight
values and the number of bids which is described in the next section. Eq.(3.2) enforces
quota restrictions of the courses. For each course, the number of students dropping
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the course (including the drop and drop-unless-barter bids) plus the remaining quota
of the course should be greater than or equal to the number of students who added
the course. Eq.(3.3) expresses the satisfaction criterion: an add bid or a barter bid
is satisﬁed if exactly one of the courses in the request set is added. Eq.(3.4) ensures
that all the drop bids are satisﬁed. Finally, Eq.(3.5) prevents students from adding the
same course to their schedule more than once.

3.3.1. Determining the Weight Values and the α Factor

The main objective of the direct barter model is to increase the total satisfaction of
students while preserving fairness among them. In this section, we propose a method for
deﬁning the parameters of the model, that are the weights of the bids, wi , the weights
of the requested courses, wij , and the α factor, in accordance with this objective.

In this method, each student, sl , is responsible for ranking his bids according to
his preference instead of deﬁning the actual weights of the bids. Based on this ranking,
he constructs his preference list, a permutation of his bids sorted in descending order of
his preference. Then, this preference list is used as Bl , the set of bids submitted by the
(1)

(2)

(u)

(1)

student sl . So, in the set Bl = {bl , bl , . . . , bl }, the bid bl
(u)

with highest rank number of 1 and the bid bl
(1)

rank number of u (i.e. ∀l : bl

(2)

≻ bl

is the most preferred bid

is the least preferred bid with the lowest
(u)

≻ . . . ≻ bl ) . Note that, for this deﬁnition we

use a diﬀerent indexing scheme for referring the bids in the set Bl in order to prevent
confusion with the indexing scheme for referring the bids in the bid set B. Subscript
(r)

l of a bid bl

denotes the owner of the bid and the superscript r, which is the index

number in the set Bl , denotes the rank of the bid. We also denote the weight of a bid
(r)

with wl . Given the ordered set of bids Bl of the student sl , the weight of a bid

(r)

is deﬁned as follows:

bl
bl

(r)

(r)

wl

(r)

= 2h−r (∀ l, r | bl ∈ Bl )

(3.7)
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In this function, h is the index of the lowest ranked bid among all the bids
(h = maxl |Bl |), and therefore the minimum bid weight value, wmin is 1. This function
ensures that the weights of the bids that have the same rank among the students are
(r)

equal and for each bid bl

∈ Bl , the weight of the bid is greater than the sum of the

weights of the lower ranked bids in the same set. Therefore, this bid weight function
enables the model to satisfy as many higher ranked bids as possible while preserving
fairness among the students.

Deﬁning the weight values wij for the requested courses is straightforward. As
for the bids, each student declares the courses in the request set such that the more
preferred course comes before the less preferred course (i.e. ∀i | bi ∈ B : ai1 ≻ ai2 ≻
. . . ≻ aip ). Since for each bid at most one requested course can be added to the students
schedule in the optimum solution, the only requirement for weights of the requested
courses is to ensure that the more preferred requested course has higher weight value
than that of the less preferred course. Therefore, the weight value of the j th requested
course is simply deﬁned as:

wij = m − j + 1 (∀ i | bi ∈ B)

(3.8)

where m is the number of courses (m = |C|). This simple function ensures that the
requested courses with the same rank have equal positive weights among all the bids.

As seen from the objective function given in Eq.(3.1), there are two objectives
of the model: the ﬁrst objective is to maximize the number of satisﬁed bids according
to bid weight values and the second objective is for each satisﬁed bid to add one
requested course with the maximum possible weight. In order to maximize the total
satisfaction of students, the ﬁrst objective is favored against the second objective so
that when ﬁnding the optimum solution among the feasible solutions, the solution with
the maximum sum of the bid weights is chosen as the optimum. However, if there are
multiple solutions with the same maximum sum of the bid weights, then the solution
with the maximum sum of the weights of the requested courses is chosen among these
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solutions. In order to provide this feature, the ranges of these two types of weights
should be separated in order to cancel the eﬀects of the latter to the former. For this
purpose, a constant factor α for scaling the sum of the weights of the requested courses
is introduced in the objective function. The α factor is deﬁned as follows:

α=

1
(|B| − 1) · m

(3.9)

The following proposition proves that using these weight functions and the α value,
the ﬁrst objective of the model is favored against the second objective.
Proposition 3.1. Given any two diﬀerent nonzero feasible solutions with diﬀerent
sums of the bid weights for the direct barter model, the solution with higher sum of the
bid weights has higher objective value according to Eq.(3.1) independent of weights of
the requested courses.

Proof. Let B1 and B2 be two sets of satisﬁable bids that correspond to any two nonzero
feasible solutions for the direct barter model, and z1 and z2 be the corresponding
objective values such that

z1 =

∑
∀i | bi ∈B1

z2 =

∑
∀i | bi ∈B2



∑

wi + α


∀j | (aij ,wij )∈Ri ∧yij =1

∑

wi + α


wij 

(3.10)


wij 

(3.11)

∀j | (aij ,wij )∈Ri ∧yij =1

We will show that if the sum of the bid weights of B1 is greater than the sum of the
bid weights of the B2 , then the objective value z1 is always greater than the objective
value z2 . Therefore, we will be proving that for any two feasible solutions, the solution
with the higher sum of the bid weights has higher objective value independent of the
sum of the weights of the requested courses.
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Suppose that the sum of the bid weights of the B1 is greater than the sum of the
bid weights of the B2 ,
∑

wi >

∀i | bi ∈B1

∑

wi

(3.12)

∀i | bi ∈B2

Then, the diﬀerence between the sums of the bid weights of B1 and B2 is a positive
integer:



∑

wi −

∀i | bi ∈B1



∑

wi  = k (k ∈ Z+ )

(3.13)

∀i | bi ∈B2

The diﬀerence between the objective values z1 and z2 is

z1 −z2 = k+α·

∑

∑

wij −

∑

∑


wij  (3.14)

∀i | bi ∈B2 ∀j | (aij ,wij )∈Ri ∧yij =1

∀i | bi ∈B1 ∀j | (aij ,wij )∈Ri ∧yij =1

Since exactly one requested course is added for each satisﬁed bid, the lower bound for
the sum of the requested course weights of B1 is
∑

∑

wij ≥ min wij = 1
i,j

∀i | bi ∈B1 ∀j | (aij ,wij )∈Ri ∧yij =1

(3.15)

Because of the conditional proof assumption in Eq.(3.12), B1 cannot be a subset of B2 ,
and therefore the upper bound for the sum of the requested course weights of B2 is
∑

∑

∀i | bi ∈B2 ∀j | (aij ,wij )∈Ri ∧yij =1

wij ≤ (|B| − 1) · max wij = (|B| − 1) · m
i,j

(3.16)
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Therefore,



∑

∑

wij −

∀i | bi ∈B1 ∀j | (aij ,wij )∈Ri ∧yij =1

∑

∑


wij  ≥ 1 − (|B| − 1) · m

∀i | bi ∈B2 ∀j | (aij ,wij )∈Ri ∧yij =1

(3.17)

Using α = 1/(|B| − 1) · m, the smallest diﬀerence between the objective values is:
1
· [1 − (|B| − 1) · m]
(|B| − 1) · m
1
z1 − z2 ≥
(|B| − 1) · m

z1 − z2 ≥ 1 +

z1 − z2 ≥ 0

(3.18)
(3.19)
(3.20)

Therefore, the solution with the higher sum of the bid weights has higher objective
value independent of the sum of the weights of the requested courses.

In general, as the number of courses with remaining quotas increases, the number
of solutions with identical values in the ﬁrst summand of the objective function is
likely to increase. The reason is that for satisﬁable bids there will be more than one
alternative requested course that can be added. Hence, the weight mechanism for the
requested courses and α factor mechanism will play an important role for increasing
the satisfaction of students in these cases by enabling their favored courses to be added
to their schedule.

3.4. Solution Procedure

Since the direct barter model can be formulated using integer programming, its
problem instances can be solved using general purpose integer programming solvers.
However, resemblance of this model to the used car salesman problem (UCSP) in [105]
and the polynomial time barter models in [81, 82] motivated us to search for a network
ﬂow based solution. Because of the bid weights and the recursive deﬁnition of bid
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satisﬁability that causes circular patterns in the solution like UCSP, we modeled the
direct barter problem as a minimum cost ﬂow problem [106]. The minimum cost ﬂow
problem is deﬁned as follows: let N (V, A, l, u, c, b) denote a network with node set
V , arc set A, lower bound l(v, w), capacity u(v, w), cost c(v, w) values for each arc
(v, w) ∈ A, and supply/demand values b(v) for each node v ∈ V . Let x(v, w) represent
the ﬂow on arc (v, w) ∈ A. The minimum cost ﬂow problem is deﬁned as follows:

Minimize
∑

such that

∑

c(v, w) · x(v, w)

∀v,w | (v,w)∈A

x(v, w) −

∀w | (v,w)∈A

∑

x(w, v) = b(v) (∀v | v ∈ V )

(3.21)
(3.22)

∀w | (w,v)∈A

l(v, w) ≤ x(v, w) ≤ u(v, w) (∀v, w | (v, w) ∈ A)
(3.23)

where

∑
∀v | v∈V

b(v) = 0.

To help us in deﬁning the network in our problem formally, we ﬁrst introduce
a set P , called restriction-pairs set, which consists of course-student pairs. The set
P is deﬁned as follows: P = {(ck , sl ) | ck ∈ C ∧ sl ∈ S ∧ (∃i, i′ , j, j ′ | i ̸= i′ ∧ bi , bi′ ∈
Bl ∧ (ck , wij ) ∈ Ri ∧ (ck , wi′ j ′ ) ∈ Ri′ )}. Thus, each pair (ck , sl ) in P indicates that the
student sl requests the course ck in his at least two diﬀerent bids, and therefore the
student sl must be prevented from adding the course ck more than once in the ﬁnal
solution. Based on this deﬁnition, the minimum cost ﬂow network can be constructed
as follows:

• The set of nodes, V , consists of four types of nodes:
(i) a course node ck for each course ck ∈ C,
(ii) a special node CEN T ER that represents the null course to be dropped for
add bids,
(iii) a bid node bi for each bid bi ∈ B,
(iv) a restriction node rkl for each (ck , sl ) ∈ P for preventing the student sl from
adding the course ck more than once.
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• The set of arcs, A, consists of seven types of arcs:
(i) an arc (ck , CEN T ER) for each course ck ∈ C with capacity equal to qck and
cost equal to 0 which represents the remaining quota of the course ck ,
(ii) an arc (CEN T ER, ck ) for each course ck ∈ C with capacity equal to +∞
and cost equal to ϵ,
(iii) an arc (di , bi ) for each barter and drop-unless-barter bid bi = (di , wi , Ri ) with
capacity equal to 1 and cost equal to −wi ,
(iv) an arc (CEN T ER, bi ) for each add bid bi = (c∅ , wi , Ri ) with capacity equal
to 1 and cost equal to −wi ,
(v) for each course ck ∈ C and for each student sl ∈ S such that (ck , sl ) ∈ P :
(a) an arc (bi , rkl ) for each bid bi = (di , wi , Ri ) ∈ Bl if there exists a tuple
(ck , wij ) ∈ Ri with capacity equal to 1 and cost equal to −α · wij , (i.e.
∀i, j, k, l | sl ∈ S ∧ ck ∈ C ∧ bi ∈ Bl ∧ (aij , wij ) ∈ Ri ∧ ck = aij ∧ (ck , sl ) ∈ P :
an arc (bi , rkl )),
(b) an arc (rkl , ck ) with capacity equal to 1 and cost equal to 0, (i.e. ∀k, l | sl ∈
S ∧ ck ∈ C ∧ (ck , sl ) ∈ P : an arc (rkl , ck )),
(vi) for each course ck ∈ C and for each student sl ∈ S such that (ck , sl ) ∈
/ P:
(a) an arc (bi , ck ) for each bid bi = (di , wi , Ri ) ∈ Bl if there exists a tuple
(ck , wij ) ∈ Ri with capacity equal to 1 and cost equal to −α · wij , (i.e.
∀i, j, k, l | sl ∈ S ∧ ck ∈ C ∧ bi ∈ Bl ∧ (aij , wij ) ∈ Ri ∧ ck = aij ∧ (ck , sl ) ∈
/P :
an arc (bi , ck ))
(vii) an arc (bi , CEN T ER) for each drop-unless-barter bid bi ∈ D with capacity
equal to 1 and cost equal to wi .

Lower bounds l(v, w) for all arcs (v, w) ∈ A are set to 0. Similarly, there is no supply
or demand for any node in the network, and therefore b(v) = 0 for every node v ∈ V .
Note that ϵ which is used as the cost of the arcs of type (ii) is the smallest possible
positive number representable on the computer (ϵ > 0). It is used to prevent zero cost
cycles.

The minimum cost ﬂow network for the example problem given in Section 3.2 and
its solution can be seen in Figure 3.1. As stated earlier, all drop bids should always be
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Figure 3.1. Minimum cost ﬂow network of the example given in Section 3.2 with
(capacity,cost) values on the arcs. The solution is shown with the bold arcs where one
unit of ﬂow passes in each bold arc.

satisﬁed and since they are always part of the solution, they need not to be included
in the network. Therefore, before constructing the network, as a preprocessing step all
drop bids are marked as satisﬁed and the remaining quotas of the courses are increased
accordingly. For instance, if there are z drop bids for the course ck , after satisfying
these bids the remaining quota of the course becomes qck + z. So, when presenting the
network, we assume that there will be no drop bids in the bid set B and the set of
remaining quotas Q is adjusted accordingly. This simple preprocessing step eliminates
drop bids and reduces the network size. Therefore, for the example problem, the drop
bid 8 is marked as satisﬁed beforehand and the quota of the course SOC 101.01 is
increased by one.
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Verifying the correctness of the described network is straightforward. The arcs
of type (iii) and (iv) represent the binary decision variables xi for barter and add bids
respectively. Therefore, additive inverses of the bid weights, −wi , are used as the costs
of these arcs. This statement is also valid for the drop-unless-barter bids on condition
that there is no ﬂow on the corresponding arc of type (vii). However, if there is a
ﬂow passing through both the arc of type (iii) and the arc of type (vii) for a dropunless-barter bid, this means that only the drop part of the bid is satisﬁed. In this
case, this bid is considered as unsatisﬁed in accordance with the integer programming
formulation in Section 3.3 and the sum of the costs of the corresponding arcs of type
(iii) and (vii) are zero. As in the case of the bid weights, additive inverses of the
weights of the requested courses, −α · wij , are used as the costs of type (v.a) and
(vi.a) arcs that represent binary decision variables yij . Costs of the other arcs are zero.
Therefore, minimization of the cost yields maximization of the sum of the weights. In
order to satisfy a bid, one unit of ﬂow must ﬂow from the node representing the course
to be dropped (for add bids, from the center node) to the node representing the course
to be added. The capacity limits on type (iii) and (iv) arcs ensure that only one of the
requested courses is added for each satisﬁed bid. Also, the capacity limits on type (v.b)
arcs prevent students from registering for a course more than once. The arcs of type
(i) represent the remaining quotas of the respective courses and type (ii) arcs allow
satisfaction of barter bids when the courses to be dropped are not requested by any
other satisﬁed bid. Finally, the arcs of type (vii) allow barter bids which are marked as
drop-unless-barter to drop the course if the bartering is not possible. Quota restrictions
of the courses are enforced using the ﬂow conservation property of the network nodes
ck that correspond to the courses. Outgoing ﬂow from a course node is restricted with
the remaining quota (adjusted value according to the drop bids in the preprocessing
step) plus the number of satisﬁed bids that drop the course.

When the minimum cost ﬂow is found on the network, winning bids can be determined by checking ﬂow on arc types (iii) and (iv) for barter and add bids respectively.
If the ﬂow on an arc of these types is 1, it shows that corresponding barter or add bid
is satisﬁed and it is in the optimum solution. Similarly, the arc of type (v.a) or (vi.a)
that originates from the winning bid determines the course to be added for that bid.
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Since there can only be one arc with one unit of ﬂow among these arcs, the head of
this arc shows the course to be added for the winning bid.

There are strongly polynomial algorithms for solving minimum cost network ﬂow
problems such as the minimum mean cycle-canceling algorithm with time complexity
O(|V |2 |A|3 log|V |) [107] and the enhanced capacity scaling algorithm with time complexity O((|A|log|V |)(|A| + |V |log|V |)) [106]. Since the minimum cost ﬂow network for
a direct barter problem instance can be constructed in polynomial time using the above
algorithm, the optimum solution of the direct barter problem given in Section 3.3 can
also be found in polynomial time.

3.4.1. Extending the Functionality of the Restriction Nodes

The function of the restriction nodes in the network is to prevent a student from
registering the same course more than once. However, the function of the these nodes
can be extended so that instead of a single course, any number of disjoint course
restriction sets can be deﬁned for each student such that the student can register for
at most one of the courses in this set. This is especially useful when a student requests
more than one section of the same course, e.g. CMPE 230.01 and CMPE 230.02, or a
set of conﬂicting courses in his at least two bids. For instance, assume that a student
submits the following bids:

w

1
CMPE 250.01 −−→
{(CMPE 220.01,w11 ),(CMPE 230.01,w12 ),(CMPE 230.02,w13 )}

w

2
CMPE 240.01 −−→
{(CMPE 230.01,w21 ),(CMPE 230.02,w22 ),(CMPE 322.01,w23 )}

It is clear that the student cannot register for two diﬀerent sections of CMPE 230 at the
same time. Therefore, in order enforce this restriction, we deﬁne a course restriction set
that consists of restricted courses CMPE 230.01 and 230.02. Instead of using separate
restriction nodes for these restricted courses, a split restriction node pair is introduced
for this set as shown in Figure 3.2. Then, for each bid of the student that requests at
least one of the courses in this set, an arc is drawn from the corresponding bid node
to the ﬁrst node of the pair. The capacity of this arc is set to one and the cost of
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Figure 3.2. Network for illustrating the usage of the restriction nodes for a course
restriction set with (capacity,cost) values on the arcs.

this arc is set to the additive inverse of the weight of the highest ranked restricted
course in the bid. Additionally, an arc is drawn between the pair nodes with one unit
of capacity and zero cost. This arc limits the number of restricted courses to be added
to one. Finally, for each restricted course, an arc is drawn from the second node of the
pair to the corresponding course node with a capacity of one and cost of zero. This
procedure is repeated by introducing a restriction node pair for each course restriction
set deﬁned.

3.5. Experimental Results

In order to estimate the real-world performance and the quality of the solutions
of our barter model, we developed a test case generator based on real-world student
registration data obtained from the Boğaziçi University registration system [102] for the
academic year 2008-2009. Since the number of undergraduate students in our university
is relatively small, that is 7,095, we generated a statistical proﬁle using the actual
registration data and determined the parameters of the test case generator accordingly
so that it is capable of generating test cases for arbitrary number of students. The
parameters of the test case generator and its source code can be found in [108].
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Table 3.2. Running times of the network solver for the test cases (seconds). (*) This
row presents the results for Boğaziçi University data.

Avg. #
# Students

# Courses

*7,095

1,158

10,000

Bids

Running Time (s)
mean

stdev

22,700

0.57

0.03

1,632

32,090

1.07

0.04

25,000

4,080

80,012

3.85

0.13

50,000

8,160

160,099

9.00

0.29

100,000

16,321

320,675

20.44

0.75

We conducted two diﬀerent experiments on a dedicated 64 bit Intel Xeon 2.66
GHz workstation with eight GB memory using Linux operating system. We used CS2
software which contains a solver for the minimum cost ﬂow problems based on scaling
push-relabel algorithm [109, 110].

In the ﬁrst experiment, a group of 20 test cases are generated for each selected
number of students ranging between 7,095 and 100,000. The average running time
of the network solver for each group and the corresponding standard deviation are
presented in Table 3.2 and the associated plot is depicted in Figure 3.3. As seen from
the results, the solver ﬁnds the solution of the problem instances with 100,000 students
and approximately 320,000 bids in less than 21 seconds which is quite small. For the
case of our university, on the other hand, each instance is solved in less than one second.

In the second experiment, the solutions of our barter model are compared with the
currently used FCFS based system. The purpose of this experiment is to present the
improvement in the optimum solutions of the test cases over the FCFS approach under
diﬀerent occupancy rates for the courses. Thus, the importance of the introduced
bartering mechanism and the weighting mechanism could be observed. In order to
simulate the FCFS system, a random permutation of the bids in each test case is
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Figure 3.3. Graph of the number of students vs. running time (seconds) of the
network solver.

generated by preserving the preferred order of bids of each student. The bids in the
permuted list are processed one by one, simulating the way the students submit the
bids to the registration system. The processing step is straightforward; for each bid, the
remaining quotas of the courses in the request set is checked in the order of students’
preferences and if one empty slot is found, the course is added to the schedule of the
student. If the processed bid is a barter bid, then the course to be dropped is also
removed from his schedule and the remaining quota of that course is increased by one.
The whole simulation process is repeated up to ﬁve times for the unsatisﬁed bids.

The second experiment is conducted for two diﬀerent numbers of students, that is
7,095 and 50,000, where the number of courses are 1,158 and 8,160 respectively, For each
number of students, the ratio of the courses without remaining quota to the number
of all courses, called p, is varied between 0.20 and 0.99 meaning that approximately
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Table 3.3. Improvements in the solutions of the barter model over the FCFS model.
(*) This row presents the results for Boğaziçi Univ. data.

# Stu. (p) # Bids

7,095

FCFS

# Satisfied Bids

# Satisfied Students

(mean / stdev)

(mean / stdev)

Barter

Impr.

FCFS

Barter

Impr.

0.20 22,757

18,367 / 148 20,642 / 129

12.4%

6,719 / 17

6,828 / 15

1.6%

*0.28 22,725

17,823 / 176 20,409 / 153

14.5%

6,674 / 17

6,822 / 16

2.2%

0.40 22,685

16,847 / 184 19,905 / 155

18.2%

6,605 / 23

6,820 / 12

3.2%

0.60 22,761

14,224 / 260 18,656 / 140

31.2%

6,322 / 39

6,814 / 14

7.8%

0.80 22,729

9,174 / 437 17,212 / 190

88.0% 5,329 / 128 6,812 / 16

27.9%

0.90 22,723

5,103 / 497 16,300 / 116

222.5% 3,737 / 267 6,760 / 23

81.8%

0.95 22,745

2,660 / 503 16,050 / 163

522.9% 2,249 / 356 6,671 / 24

203.4%

0.99 22,726

556 / 123 15,569 / 151 2,827.9%

537 / 114 6,580 / 25 1,178.1%

0.20 160,226

129,495 / 513 145,312 / 405

12.2% 47,285 / 53 48,040 / 47

1.6%

0.40 160,312

118,538 / 595 140,396 / 407

18.4% 46,469 / 68 48,033 / 37

3.4%

0.60 160,319 100,492 / 1,138 131,704 / 506

31.1% 44,625 / 167 48,039 / 41

7.7%

50,000 0.80 160,274 64,312 / 1,330 121,217 / 416

88.6% 37,416 / 383 48,017 / 55

28.3%

0.90 160,052 35,624 / 1,321 115,162 / 326

223.7% 26,203 / 691 47,675 / 57

82.1%

0.95 160,477

497.9% 16,084 / 731 47,010 / 72

192.8%

0.99 160,276

18,984 / 994 113,228 / 345

3,597 / 507 109,539 / 298 3,003.1% 3,480 / 476 46,300 / 43 1,254.2%

(100·p)% of the courses have no remaining quota. For each conﬁguration, again a group
of 20 test cases are generated. The results of this experiment are given in Table 3.3.

For the test cases with 7,095 students, assuming that 20% of the courses are full,
the number of satisﬁed bids in the solution found by the barter model is approximately
12% higher than that of the FCFS based system. For the case of our university where
approximately 28% of the courses are full, the barter model provides 15% better results.
It is remarkable that the improvement percentage for the number of satisﬁed bids
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Figure 3.4. Graph comparing the number of satisﬁed students in the solutions of the
barter model and the FCFS model.

increases dramatically as p increases. In the extreme situation where the courses are
99% full, approximately 28 times improvement over the FCFS system is observed. It
should also be noted that in the barter model the standard deviations are also very
small relative to the mean values so that the quality of the solutions found do not vary
much. The results of the test cases with 50,000 students are also very close to the test
cases with 7,095 students showing that the model is scalable to the universities with
higher number of students without sacriﬁcing the quality of the solutions.

By virtue of the weighting mechanism, the barter model also improves fairness
among the students by increasing not only the number of satisﬁed bids but also the
number of satisﬁed students. As seen from the plot in Figure 3.4, the number of satisﬁed
students in the barter model whose at least one bid is satisﬁed is approximately 96% of
the total number of students and decreases slightly to 93% as p goes to 0.99. However,
in the FCFS model, starting from 95%, this ratio drops to 7%.
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3.6. Comparison with Previous Work

As stated earlier, the CT and SS problems have been covered extensively in
the literature. Some studies have addressed solely the CT problem; several integer
linear programming models [111–113] and heuristic methods [111, 112, 114] have been
proposed. For the SS problem, Reeves et al. [115] and Willoughby et al. [116] have
proposed a mixed integer and network programming models, respectively, and AlvarezValdes et al. [117] has applied Tabu search techniques. In [118, 119], on the other hand,
uniﬁed optimization models that address both problems are presented. There are also
open source (for example [104]) and commercial packages (for example [120]) that
address these problems. For further details on these problems, the reader is referred
to surveys by Burke et al. [98], Carter et al. [99], Lewis [100] and Schaerf [101].

In the remaining parts of this section, we ﬁrst review Graves et al.’s work [41] in
detail which has addressed the student course add/drop process as we do in this chapter.
Then, in Section 3.6.2, we discuss the relationship between our model and a somewhat
related problem called the stable college admissions problem (SCAP ) [121, 122].

3.6.1. Relationship Between Graves et al.’s Work and the Barter Model

Graves et al. [41] propose an auction based market approach complete with clearing prices for allocating course sections to students. Their model consists of two rounds.
In the ﬁrst registration round, which is called registration bidding system (RBS ), students are granted bidding points (i.e. registration money) which they can use to bid on
desired schedules. During this period, students are allowed to place course selections as
their bids together with the money they will pay for each schedule. The bids are ranked
in descending order of bidding points and are selected if requested course capacities
are available. At the end of the registration period, the prices of the courses are determined. Each successful bidder pays the sum of the prices of the assigned courses to
him instead of the price he oﬀered for his bid. Therefore, it is possible that a successful
bidder may not have enough money in which case a subsidy given by the system covers
the deﬁciency. Subsidies not paid back during add/drop phase as a result of dropping
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courses are simply forgotten (waived) by the system. Hence, we believe that if this
fact is known by the students, then it could easily be abused by oﬀering high prices for
their schedules. Since the winning bids can be subsidized and the subsidized amounts
can be forgotten, this then introduces fairness problems in Graves et al.’s approach.

In the second round, which is called drop/add/swap (DAS ) round, Graves et
al. introduce a course swapping idea. This corresponds to the barter scheme that we
propose in this chapter. As in the RBS round, an auction based approach is used.
Students submit add, drop and swap bids together with the amounts of bidding points
that are carried forward from the RBS round (if any). After the end of the round, a
linear program whose objective is to maximize the sum of the bidding points of the
satisﬁed bids is solved. By solving the linear program, the students are assigned to the
courses and also the prices of the courses in terms of bidding points (dual prices) are
determined. As in the registration round, each student pays the actual amounts of his
satisﬁed bids calculated according to the determined prices of the courses. However, in
this case it is stated that subsidies are not allowed. Since there is no formal treatment
for this problem except for a simple linear programming example, it is not clear how
the restriction for preventing the subsidies is applied in their model. This also prevents
one from implementing their model. Although, by the deﬁnition of dual prices, the
actual amount to be paid for each satisﬁed bid is bounded by the oﬀered price for that
bid, this does not solve the subsidy problem since each student may submit more than
one bid. Thus, a further constraint is necessary. In fact, the following proposition
shows that introducing a budget constraint in order to prevent subsidies, i.e. the sum
of the bidding points of the satisﬁed bids of a student should be less than or equal to
the amount of bidding points owned by that student, to the given linear programming
example makes the resulting problem NP-hard. It should be noted that the formal
deﬁnition of the DAS problem given below is constructed by us according to the linear
programming example and the explanations given in [41].
Proposition 3.2. The decision version of the DAS problem with budget constraint is
NP-complete.
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Proof. Let Π be the decision version of the DAS problem with budget constraint. Π is
deﬁned as follows: Given
• a set of courses, C = {c1 , c2 , . . . , cm };
• a sequence of remaining quotas, Q = {qc1 , qc2 , . . . , qcm } where qck is the remaining
quota of course ck (1 ≤ k ≤ m, qck ∈ N);
• a set of students, S = {s1 , s2 , . . . , st };
∪
• a set of bids, B = tl=1 Bl where Bl is the set of bids of a student sl (1 ≤ l ≤ t)
and each bid is denoted by a triplet, bi = (di , ai , pi ), where di is the course to be
dropped for barter and drop bids or the null course, c∅ , for add bids (di ∈ C∪{c∅ }),
ai is the course to be added for barter and add bids or the null course, c∅ , for
drop bids (ai ∈ C ∪ {c∅ }), and pi is the amount of bidding points oﬀered by the
student for bid bi (1 ≤ i ≤ n = |B| , pi ∈ N);
• a set of bid restrictions, L = {l1 , l2 , . . . , lz } that consists of mutually disjoint
subsets of bids, ly ⊆ B (1 ≤ y ≤ z), such that at most one of the bids in ly can
be satisﬁed (e.g. a student may put a restriction on two of his add bids so that
only one of them can be satisﬁed or the system may enforce a restriction on two
barter bids of a student in which the same course is dropped);
• a sequence of bidding points owned by students, F = {f1 , f2 , . . . , ft } where fl is
the amount of bidding points owned by student sl (1 ≤ l ≤ t, fl ∈ N);
• a positive integer K;
is there a subset B ′ ⊆ B such that the following inequalities are satisﬁed?
∑
∀i | bi

∑

∀i | bi ∈(Bl

∑
∀i | bi

∈B ′ ∧a

1−
i =ck

∑

pi ≥ K

(3.24)

∈B ′

pi ≤ fl

(∀l | sl ∈ S)

(3.25)

1 ≤ qc k

(∀k | ck ∈ C)

(3.26)

1≤ 1

(∀y | ly ∈ L)

(3.27)

∩B ′ )

∀i | bi ∈B ′ ∧di =ck

∑

∀i | bi ∈(ly ∩B ′ )
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In this formulation, Eq.(3.24) ensures that the sum of the oﬀered bidding points
for all satisﬁed bids (B ′ ) is greater than or equal to the positive integer K. Eq.(3.25) is
the budget constraint which prevents the sum of the bidding points of the satisﬁed bids
of a student from exceeding the amount of bidding points owned by that student. The
quota restrictions are enforced in Eq.(3.26). For each course, the number of students
who drop the course plus the remaining quota of the course should be greater than or
equal to the number of students who add the course. Finally, Eq.(3.27) ensures that
bid restrictions are applied such that for all y (1 ≤ y ≤ z), at most one of the bids in
ly ∈ L is satisﬁed.
If we have a certiﬁcate that consists of B ′ ⊆ B, this certiﬁcate can be veriﬁed in
polynomial time by checking Eq. (3.24-3.27). Therefore Π is in N P .

Next, we present a polynomial time transformation from the subset sum problem.
Let Π′ be the subset sum problem (see for example: [123, p. 73] and [50, p. 247])
which is deﬁned as follows: Given a ﬁnite set U , a weight value w(ui ) ∈ Z+ for each
ui ∈ U (1 ≤ i ≤ |U |) , and positive integers C and K, is there a subset U ′ ⊆ U such
that
∑

w(ui ) ≥ K

(3.28)

w(ui ) ≤ C

(3.29)

∀i | ui ∈U ′

∑

∀i | ui

∈U ′

Let Π′ (U, w(ui ), C, K) be an instance of the subset sum problem. It can be transformed
to Π in polynomial time as follows: let the set of courses C consist of |U | courses
(C = {c1 , c2 , . . . , c|U | }) and the remaining quotas of all the courses be one (qck =
1, k = 1, 2, . . . , |U |). The students set S consists of one student (S = {s1 }) and for
each ui ∈ U , the student s1 submits an add bid bi requesting the course ci with a
price of w(ui ) (i = 1, 2, . . . , |U |). The amount of bidding points of the student s1 is C
(F = {C}). Let the set of bid restrictions, L, be empty. Since in each bid exactly one
unique course is requested and the remaining quotas of all the courses are 1, Eq. (3.26)
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always holds independent of the set B ′ . Thus, for the transformed problem instances,
Eq. (3.24-3.27) reduce to the inequalities of the subset sum problem:
∑

w(ui ) ≥ K

(3.30)

w(ui ) ≤ C

(3.31)

∀i | bi ∈B ′

∑

∀i | bi ∈B ′

and therefore, the solution of a problem instance of Π is also the solution of the corresponding problem instance of Π′ , and the solution of a problem instance of Π′ is also
the solution of the problem instance of Π.

Since Π is in NP and the subset sum problem is NP-complete, the decision version
of the DAS problem with dynamic credit constraint is NP-complete.

Besides the subsidy and the associated unfairness problems in Graves et al. approach, students are also responsible for deciding the prices of the bids according to
certain upper and lower bounds. However, determining the prices can be cumbersome
for the students because of the combinatorial nature of the model. Furthermore, since
the remaining points of the students are transferred to the next semester, decision making will become tougher since the students should also consider the following semesters.
Finally, we note that although the students’ perception of the quality of their schedules
is not quantiﬁed, Graves et al. estimate one percent increase in the quality of schedules
using their model.

3.6.2. Relationship with the Stable University Admissions Problem

The preference based ordering of bids and requested courses indicates a relationship between the direct barter model and the stable college admissions problem
(SCAP) [121, 122]. In the SCAP, there are two sets of agents, colleges and students.
Each college has strict preferences over the students and can accept a limited number
of students. Each student, on the other hand, can enroll to only one college and has
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also strict preferences over the colleges. The SCAP is deﬁned as ﬁnding a matching of
students to colleges, called a stable allocation, such that no unmatched pair of opposite
agents would simultaneously be better oﬀ if they were matched together.

In general, the SCAP cannot be used to solve our barter model. However, if we
consider a simple special case of our model in which only add bids are allowed and
the weights of the bids are unique, then this simple problem can be reduced to the
SCAP as follows (note that the latter requirement cannot be satisﬁed when the bid
weight function in Eq. (3.7) is used. Therefore, even the instances of direct barter
model consisting of add bids cannot be reduced to the SCAP.): let the set of bids B
and the set of courses C in our barter model map to the row agents I (students), and
the column agents J (colleges) in [122] respectively. The function π(i, j) in the SCAP
indicates whether student i wants to admit to college j or not. Therefore, for each bid
bi ∈ B and for each course ci ∈ C in our model, if ci is requested in bid bi , then π(i, j)
is set to 1. Otherwise, it is set to 0. For each bid bi ∈ B in our model, the weights of
the requested courses correspond to the strict college preference of the student i. For
each course ck ∈ C in our model, the weights of the bids that request the course ck
correspond to the strict student preference of the college j. In the SCAP, each student
i can enroll at most s(i) colleges and each college j can accept d(j) students. In our
model, since only one course can be assigned to a bid bi , we set s(i) = 1. However, a
course ck can be assigned to qck students, and therefore we set d(j) = qck . Then, the
“college optimal” deferred acceptance procedure [121] produces a stable allocation in
which the courses are assigned to the bids in such a way that the bid weights are favored
against the weights of the requested courses. However, the stable allocation found by
the deferred acceptance procedure can be diﬀerent from the allocation found by the
direct barter model since the direct barter model does not seek a stable allocation but
an allocation that maximizes total satisfaction of students. For instance, assume that
the following two add bids are submitted:

Student 1 (bid 1):

c∅ → {course A, course B}

Student 2 (bid 2):

c∅ → {course A}
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Suppose that the weight of the ﬁrst bid is higher than that of the second bid. Then, the
deferred acceptance procedure would assign course A to Student 1 which is the only
stable allocation. However, using the direct barter model both bids would be satisﬁed
and Student 1 would get course B and Student 2 would get course A.

3.7. Conclusion

In this chapter, we have modeled the course add/drop process as a direct bartering problem in which add/drop requests appear as bids. We formulated the resulting
problem as an integer linear program, and then showed that our problem can be solved
in polynomial time as a minimum cost network ﬂow problem. In our model, we also
introduced a two level weighting mechanism that enables students to express their
preferences for their bids and for the requested courses. The weighting mechanism
also improves fairness among the students. As demonstrated with the experimental
results, the minimum cost ﬂow network solvers can solve problem instances for a typical university within seconds. Hence, our algorithms can be deployed in universities
with hundreds of thousands of students without worrying about execution times. The
experimental results also show signiﬁcant improvement in the quality of the solutions
over the currently used FCFS based system while preserving the fairness, and hence we
believe that the direct bartering model will greatly improve the satisfaction of students
in the universities.

As a ﬁnal note, the real-life performance of our model also motivates us to apply
the direct barter approach to diﬀerent application areas. For instance, an electronic
exchange that facilitates bartering e-media such as e-books, music and movies on the
Internet can be designed in a similar manner.
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4. MULTI-UNIT DIFFERENTIAL AUCTION BARTER
MODEL

4.1. Introduction

E-markets oﬀer services such as directory listings and searching of goods or services and transaction support. Secure, fast and reliable communication media in emarkets help their customers in forming new trading partnerships and reducing communication costs. However, for increasing the trading volume in the e-markets, besides
these services, a matching/brokering service is necessary between sellers and buyers in
order to satisfy their possibly complex supply and demand requirements [124]. Auction
based approaches have been proposed for this task [125]. For instance, Özturan [105]
proposes a hybrid diﬀerential auction-barter (DAB) model which extends the singleunit DA institution for increasing the trading volume of online used vehicle auctions
such as autobytel.com, the eBay Motors and the Yahoo! Autos. In these auctions,
buyers place bids for the vehicles they want to purchase and sellers place asks for the
cars they want to sell. Although bidders can submit both sale and purchase bids,
these bids are considered as independent and they are not allowed to put conditional
restrictions for their bids. This discourages bidders who are willing to sell their current
vehicles only if they are able to purchase other vehicles. For instance, assume that a
bidder currently owns a car of brand A and wants to exchange (barter) his car for a
car of brand B while paying at most $5,000. He must ﬁrst determine reservation prices
for both car A and car B. The reservation price is the minimum (maximum) price at
which the bidder is willing to sell (buy) an item. Assuming that the reservation price
of the bidder for his car A is $10,000, he will place an ask of $10,000 for his car A and
a bid of $10, 000 + $5, 000 = $15, 000 for car B. Depending on the auction outcome,
he may lose his car without getting a replacement car or be forced to pay $15,000 for
an additional vehicle without selling his current vehicle, resulting in a $10,000 budget
deﬁcit. In order to prevent this ineﬃciency, the DAB model extends the single-unit
DA so that the bidders are also allowed to place barter bids in which an item can be
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bartered for another item. Besides, if the values of the items are not considered to be
same, then the bidders are also allowed to declare an amount of money, called diﬀerential price, to be given or taken along with their barter request. For instance, for the
above case, the bidder can submit a bid declaring that he wants to exchange his car A
for car B and pay $5,000. This bid is represented using the following notation:
{Car A + $5,000} → {Car B}

Since the DAB model is designed especially for online used car auctions (consumerto-consumer), it is very unlikely to have more than one unit of an item (e.g. two
identical used cars). Therefore, it is designed as a single-unit auction model and does
not support multiple identical units of an item. The bidding language is also quite
simple. A barter bid consists of exactly two items, an item to be given and an item to
be taken, and an associated diﬀerential price if any. Similarly, a sale bid or a purchase
bid consists of a single item and an associated price the bidder is willing to pay or earn.

In this chapter, we propose a new model called the MUDAB model for e-markets
in which multiple instances of commodities are exchanged. The model has been primarily designed for improving the eﬃciency of a discrete-time DA institution.

The model has three important features which are also explained quantitatively
based on an example market scenario in the next section:

(i)

The model extends both the multi-unit DA and the DAB models so that bidders
can put forward barter bids along with the sale and purchase bids for multiple
instances of items. This mechanism encourages traders to participate in the emarkets without risking buying of new items unless they sell their items ﬁrst or
vice-versa. Furthermore, in addition to the direct matching of sale and purchase
bids as in DA, the model increases the allocative eﬃciency of the market by extracting barter cycles and sale-barter-purchase chains of any length in the market.
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An example scenario for a barter cycle involving three bidders is as follows:

gives item(s) to

gives item(s) to

gives item(s) to

Bidder 1 −−−−−−−−→ Bidder 2 −−−−−−−−→ Bidder 3 −−−−−−−−−→ Bidder 1
| {z }
| {z }
| {z }
Barter

Barter

Barter

An example scenario for sale-barter-purchase chain involving four bidders is given
below:

gives item(s) to

gives item(s) to

gives item(s) to

Bidder 1 −−−−−−−−→ Bidder 2 −−−−−−−−→ Bidder 3 −−−−−−−−→ Bidder 4
(earns money)
(pays money)
| {z }
| {z }
| {z }
| {z }
Sale

Barter

Barter

P urchase

Finally, since the MUDAB model is the superset of both the multi-unit DA and
the DAB models, the allocative eﬃciency of the MUDAB model is guaranteed to
be at least as good as that of the multi-unit DA and the DAB models.
(ii) The model introduces a powerful and ﬂexible bidding language (which is explained
in Section 4.4 in detail) which allows bidders to express their complex preferences
inside bids. Compared to DAB, the new bidding language allows bidders to combine purchase, sell and exchange requests inside the bids and put restrictions on
the number of items to be traded. This feature improves the allocative eﬃciency
of market, and also makes the MUDAB model preferable over the DAB model
even for single-unit markets. Furthermore, the new bidding language reduces the
total number of bids required for representing preferences of bidders greatly, and
hence, reduces the amount of online information exchange between the bidders
and the auctioneer.
(iii) The optimum allocation in the MUDAB model, that is the optimum set of satisﬁable bids, can be determined using the proposed fast polynomial-time algorithm
which is based on network ﬂows [106]. Thus, the model can be used in largescale web-based auctions containing millions of bids without worrying about the
running times of the solver.
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In the rest of the chapter, we ﬁrst compare the DA, DAB and MUDAB institutions quantitatively with an example scenario. Section 4.3 presents some electronic
commerce applications that our model could be applied. In Section 4.4, a more comprehensive example with which we explain our MUDAB model is given. In Section 4.5,
we formulate our model by using linear-integer programming and deﬁne the winner
determination problem. In Section 4.6, we introduce a minimum cost network ﬂow
solution of the winner determination problem. Section 4.7 presents the experimental
results and ﬁnally, the chapter is concluded in Section 4.8.

4.2. Comparison of DA, DAB and MUDAB Models

In this section, the DA, DAB and MUDAB models will be compared based on
an example scenario from a business-to-business paper market involving ﬁve bidders.
The scenario is presented in Table 4.1. In the paper industry, paper is manufactured in
diﬀerent qualities which we denote as grade A, B or C and is traded in standard sized
rolls [69]. In this scenario, Bidder 1 wants to sell 200 rolls of his inventory, and Bidders
4 and 5 want to purchase 100 rolls of grade A and B paper, respectively. Bidders 2
and 3, on the other hand, want to exchange (barter) their 100 rolls of inventory for
lower grade paper. The reason could be that lower grade paper could satisfy their
requirements and they would like to earn money by exchanging their inventory. The
reservation prices of the bidders for diﬀerent grades of paper are presented in Table 4.2.

If the market was regulated using single-unit or multi-unit DA rules, then the ﬁrst
bidder would want to sell 200 rolls of grade B paper. The reason is that he considers
the price of grade B paper higher than the price of grade C paper, and therefore, he
would want to make more money. Since there is no bartering option available in DA,
the second and the third bidders either would not participate in the market because of
the risk of losing their inventory and the risk of having a budget deﬁcit, or they would
take these risks and submit sale and purchase bids based on their subjective reservation
prices. No decision making would be necessary for the fourth and the ﬁfth bidders,
and hence, they would simply submit purchase bids for the paper they want. As shown
in Table 4.3, the outcomes of the market would be same for both the single-unit and
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Table 4.1. An example scenario for paper auction. The second column indicates the
inventories of the bidders before the auction and the third column indicates the
requests of the bidders.

owns

wants

200 rolls of grade B
Bidder 1

to sell 200 rolls of his
paper and 100 rolls of
inventory
grade C paper

Bidder 2

Bidder 3

Bidder 4

100 rolls of grade B

to exchange his inventory for

paper

100 rolls of grade C paper

100 rolls of grade A

to exchange his inventory for

paper

100 rolls of grade B paper
to buy 100 rolls of grade A

paper

Bidder 5

to buy 100 rolls of grade B
paper

multi-unit cases. If the second and the third bidders do not participate, then only the
sale bid of the ﬁrst bidder would match the ﬁfth bidder’s purchase bid, causing a total
of 100 rolls of paper to be traded. However, if they opt to participate, then the third
bidder would have to sell 100 rolls to the fourth bidder without getting replacement
paper and would have an inventory shortage. The single-unit and the multi-unit cases
diﬀer in the number of submitted bids. In ﬁrst case, the bidders would have to submit
one bid for each roll they want to sell and purchase. Therefore, the number of submitted
bids in the single-unit case would be 400. However, in the latter case, one bid would be
enough for each paper type, and hence, the bidders would have to submit only three
bids.

If the market was a DAB institution, then the bidders would be able to place
barter bids in addition to the sale and purchase bids. Therefore, Bidders 2 and 3
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Table 4.2. Reservation prices of the bidders for the example scenario in Table 4.1.
The prices are declared per roll of paper.

Grade A

Grade B

Grade C

Bidder 1

-

$300

$220

Bidder 2

-

$310

$210

Bidder 3

$400

$290

-

Bidder 4

$430

-

-

Bidder 5

-

$300

-

would submit barter bids in order to exchange their inventory for lower grade paper.
The outcome of the market would be same as the DA case since there would be no
barter cycles in the market. However, unlike the DA case, the barter bid mechanism
would allow Bidders 2 and 3 to participate in the market without taking any risks.
The downside of the DAB model is that the number of bids required for representing

Table 4.3. Comparison of the auction models. The outcomes of the single-unit DA,
the multi-unit DA, the DAB, and the MUDAB models are presented for the example
scenario in Table 4.1.
Number of

Number of

General Market

Units

Required

Problem

Clearing Algo.

Traded

Bids

Size

Complexity

Single-Unit DA

100

400

n = 7 (bids)

O(n log n)

Multi-Unit DA

100

3

n = 7 (bids)

O(n log n)

DAB

100

40,600

n = 1,302 (nodes)

O(n2 m3 ( log n))

m = 41,200 (arcs)
MUDAB

400

5

n = 23 (nodes)
m = 35 (arcs)

O(n2 m3 ( log n))
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the preferences of the bidders is quite large. Since the model is single-unit, each roll
of paper in the market would be introduced as a unique item. Therefore, one sale
or purchase bid is required for each roll of paper to be sold or purchased as in the
single-unit DA market. For the barter bids, this situation gets worse since the bidders
should submit one barter bid for each pair of units of items they want to give and get.
For instance, if a bidder wants to exchange m units of an item he owns for m units of
another item of which there are n units available in the market, then he must place
m · n barter bids. This scenario results in 40,600 bids.

In the MUDAB model, the bidding language allows more complex preferences to
be declared. For instance, Bidder 1 can submit a single bid declaring that he wants
to sell at most 200 rolls of his inventory without diﬀerentiating grade B or C paper.
This feature of the model increases the outcome of the market. For this scenario, the
MUDAB model ﬁnds the optimum allocation of goods which contains the following
sale-barter-purchase chain of length four and sale-purchase match:

gives 100 rolls

gives 100 rolls

gives 100 rolls

Bidder 1 −−−−−−−−−→ Bidder 2 −−−−−−−−−→ Bidder 3 −−−−−−−−−→ Bidder 4
(earns $22,000) grade C paper to ( additionally ) grade B paper to ( additionally ) grade A paper to (pays $43,000)
earns $10,000
earns $11,000
| {z }
| {z }
| {z }
| {z }
sale

barter

barter

purchase

gives 100 rolls

Bidder 1 −−−−−−−−−→ Bidder 5
| {z }
| {z }
(earns $30,000) grade B paper to (pays $30,000)
sale

purchase

This allocation clearly satisﬁes all the requests of the bidders and no bidder pays more
or earns less than the amount he declared as his reservation price. In this scenario,
the MUDAB model requires only ﬁve bids to be submitted since the preference of each
bidder can be represented with exactly one bid.

From the computational point of view, the allocation for the single-unit and
multi-unit DAs can be found easily (by sorting and matching in log-linear time). In
the DAB model, the allocation is found by solving a minimum cost ﬂow problem for the
network constructed by the DAB algorithm. Although this problem can also be solved
in polynomial-time, the size of the network constructed by the DAB algorithm for
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multi-unit markets is so large that it may not be possible to ﬁnd the optimum solution
even for small markets. For instance, the network constructed by the DAB model for
this small example has 1,302 nodes and 41,200 arcs. However, although the optimum
allocation in the MUDAB model is also found by solving the same polynomial-time
network ﬂow problem, the size of the networks constructed by the MUDAB algorithm
for the multi-unit markets is much smaller than that of the DAB model. The size of
the network for this scenario contains only 23 nodes and 35 arcs.

As a ﬁnal note, we present the taxonomy of barter models in Table 4.4. Although
the MUDAB model supports multiple identical units of items, it does not support
package (combinatorial) bidding, that is bidding on bundles of items. For instance, a
bidder cannot oﬀer to exchange a bundle of items A and B together for a bundle of item
C and D. Both single-unit and multi-unit multi-resource barter problems which support
package bidding are studied by Özturan in [81]. It is proven that both cases of the multiresource (multi-item) barter problem are NP-Hard. Therefore, the MUDAB model does
not incorporate package bidding feature because of the diﬃculty in ﬁnding the optimum
allocation computationally. Heuristic approaches also would not be preferred from the
economics perspective since in this case, there would be no incentive for the bidders
to declare their true utility values inside their bids unless the set of preferences of the
bidders is restricted [126]. Being able to calculate the optimum solution in polynomial
time opens the way for designing truthful mechanisms [28, 127].

4.3. Electronic Commerce Applications

The MUDAB model is designed particularly as a core component of a matching/brokering service for increasing the quality of service. Although the model is also
applicable to small-scale and possibly non-web-based markets, improvements in the
trading volume and the allocative eﬃciency compared to DA can only be observed as
the number of barter bids, and thus the barter cycles and chains inside the market
increase. For this reason, the primary application area of the model is e-markets in
which bidders countrywide or even worldwide can participate and large number of bids
can be collected in a short time.
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Table 4.4. Taxonomy of barter models. Classiﬁcation is based on whether identical
units of items are allowed in the market and whether the bidding language allows
package (combinatorial) bidding.

Allowed Item Exchange Type

Identical Units of Items in the Market
Single-Unit
Single-Item
(one-to-one)

Multi-Item
(package bidding)

Multi-Unit

The DAB Model
in [105]
(Polynomial)

The MUDAB Model
in This Thesis
(Polynomial)

The Single-Unit Multi Resource
Bartering Problem
in [81]
(NP-hard)

The Multi-Unit Multi Resource
Bartering Problem
in [81]
(NP-hard)

In general, the MUDAB model can be applied to any single-unit or multi-unit
e-market in which DA rules are applicable. As an example, the model can be used in
a business-to-business e-market where standardized units of overstocked raw materials
such as metals, lumber, chemicals, paper, glass, and seed are exchanged. Another nontrivial market example would be vehicle exchanges for car dealerships in which both new
and used vehicles are traded. For instance, in the National Auto Auction Association’s
(NAAA) North American member auctions, unlike the consumer car markets, multiple
units of both new and used vehicles such as business and government ﬂeets, replaced
rental ﬂeets, repossessed vehicles by ﬁnancial institutions, and oﬀ-lease returns and
trade-in vehicles are traded. According to the NAAA’s 2009 annual review report
([128]), approximately 8.92 million vehicles were sold among the oﬀered 14.6 million
vehicles in 2009.

In addition to the commercial multi-unit e-markets, the model can also be used in
commercial barter exchanges [129]. A commercial barter exchange is an e-platform for
businesses to trade their excess business capacities and assets, i.e. goods and services,
which are regulated by an intermediary. Examples are Merchants Barter Exchange
(merchantsbarter.com), BarterXchange (barterxchange.com) and Turk Barter Interna-
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tional A.S. (turkbarter.com). In these exchanges, generally variants of DA institution
are utilized. However, instead of using a country’s currency, a private currency (e.g.
barter dollar) whose value is tied to the corresponding country’s currency (e.g. dollar)
is used. The MUDAB model can readily be applied to the barter exchanges that use
private currency.

The last application domain to be introduced is the e-media exchanges. An emedia exchange is an e-market for trading e-media ﬁles such as e-books, music, movies
and video games between the Internet users. Currently, there are many online stores
that sell e-media such as iTunes and Amazon. However, to the best of our knowledge,
there is no market for bartering e-media ﬁles legally. We propose an e-market in which
a central intermediary keeps records of the ownership information (i.e. licenses for
e-media ﬁles), conducts auctions and regulates transactions among the users. The emedia ﬁles purchased by the users could be either served online by the intermediary
or downloaded to the users’ devices using some kind of digital right protection system.
When a user sells a ﬁle or exchanges for another ﬁle, the intermediary removes the
associated license from the user’s account or transfers it to the new owner. Since all the
transactions including the items are electronic, large-scale auctions with participants
from all over the world could be conducted. Therefore, the MUDAB model would be
preferred in this kind of exchanges for its fast polynomial-time winner determination
algorithm. One ﬁnal note is that although it may seem like each user will own at most
one license for himself, in these exchanges;
• some people may engage in the trading of these ﬁles for just making proﬁt, and
therefore may own and trade multiple licenses of a ﬁle;
• wholesale license suppliers selling multiple units of licenses may also participate.

Even if no user wants to own more than one license for a ﬁle, there would be multiple
licenses for that ﬁle owned by diﬀerent users in the exchange which would also prevent
the original DAB model being used in this kind of e-markets.
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4.4. A Comprehensive Example and the Details of the Multi-Unit
Diﬀerential Auction Barter Model

In this section, we will ﬁrst introduce the bidding language of the MUDAB model,
and then explain the model with an example scenario. In the bidding language of the
MUDAB model, a bid is represented as follows:

bid level limit

{(item, exchange limit, price), . . .} −−−−−−−→ {(item, exchange limit, price), . . .}
|
{z
}
|
{z
}
Ask Set

Request Set

For each bid, there is a set of three tuples, called the ask set, shown on the left hand
side of the arrow. This set indicates the items to be sold or given in the exchange.
Likewise, the right hand side of the arrow contains a set of three tuples, called the
request set, which indicates the items to be purchased or taken. Each triple in these
sets consists of an item, an item level upper exchange limit which is the maximum
number of units of the item to be traded (i.e. purchased, sold or exchanged) and a
reservation price per unit of the item. There is a logical OR relationship between the
items listed in both the ask and request sets. Thus, any subset of items listed in the
ask set can be bartered for any subset of items listed in the request set. However, in
the MUDAB model, item exchanges are one-to-one so that each unit of an item can be
exchanged for one unit of another item. If needed, in order to limit the number of units
of items to be traded for the bid, the bid may also have a bid level upper exchange limit
which is shown immediately above the arrow. This limit value puts an upper bound
on the number of items to be traded for the corresponding bid.

For a barter request, in addition to the items to be bartered, the bidder should
also declare a price diﬀerence between these items if the reservation prices of the items
are diﬀerent. In the previous DAB model, this price diﬀerence is directly encoded inside
the bids along with the items to be bartered. This scheme is suitable for the previous
model since its bidding language does not allow bidders to declare more than one item
in both sides of a bid. However, in the MUDAB model, the bidding language allows
both the ask and request sets to contain more than one item. In this case, a diﬀerential
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price is required for each pair of the items to be bartered. For instance, assume that
a bidder wants to exchange items A, B, C with items D, E, F . For this request he
may declare the diﬀerential prices between these items as shown in Figure 4.1. In
this scheme, the number of prices to be declared is equal to the product of the size of
the ask and the size of the request set. Since this number gets larger as the sizes of
these sets increase, in the MUDAB model, instead of declaring diﬀerential prices, each
bidder declares prices for the items they want to give and they want to take as shown
in Figure 4.2. The price diﬀerences between the declared prices of items reﬂect the
diﬀerential prices. This scheme reduces the number of prices to be declared for a bid
to the sum of the sizes of the ask and request sets. However, it should be noted that
prices of the items declared by the bidders inside the bids are totally subjective and
their actual values aﬀect neither the satisﬁability of the bids nor the amount money
to be paid/earned by the bidders as long as the price diﬀerences between the items
reﬂect the additional (diﬀerential) amounts that the bidders are willing to give or get.
To support the realism of this bidding format, we interviewed used car sellers. When
they barter cars, they in fact go through the process of estimating the prices of the car
to be given and to be obtained. Then, they determine the price diﬀerence which they
will oﬀer as additional payment to be received or given. This real life observation is
another motivation for using this pricing scheme.

The following example illustrates the details of the MUDAB model and the new
bidding language. Assume that four diﬀerent bidders participate in a market. At the
beginning, Bidder 1 owns 50 units of item A and 30 units of item B. Bidder 2 owns 40
units of item C and 20 units of item D. Bidder 3 owns 20 units of item D and Bidder
4 does not have any item.

Figure 4.3 illustrates the example scenario and its mathematical representation
using the new bidding language is given in Figure 4.4. Bid 5 is an example of a basic
barter bid. In this bid, Bidder 3 wants to exchange up to 20 units of item D that he
owns for the same number of units of item A. The bidder considers the price of each
unit of item D as $60 and the price of each unit of item A as $120. Assuming that
this bid is satisﬁed, meaning x units of item D are exchanged for x units of item A
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PD − PA
P
E
−
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A

D

PF
−P

A

P

D

−

P

B

A

B

PE − PB

E

PF

−P
PD

PB

C

−

C

PC
−
PE
PF − PC

F

Figure 4.1. Scheme of expressing diﬀerential prices for each pair of items. PX denotes
the price of the item X. This scheme requires |Ask Set| ∗ |Request Set| = 9 prices to
be declared.

PA

PD

A

D

PB

PE

B

E

PC

PF

C

F

Figure 4.2. Scheme of expressing diﬀerential prices as bidder speciﬁed prices on items.
PX denotes the price of the item X. This scheme requires
|Ask Set| + |Request Set| = 6 prices to be declared.
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where 1 ≤ x ≤ 20, the amount of money that the bidder must pay for this bid, which
is called the bid payoﬀ, is x · $(120 − 60 = 60). If the reservation price of item A
was lower than that of item D, then the bid payoﬀ would be negative meaning that
the bidder would earn this amount of money if the bid was satisﬁed. Since there is
only one tuple in both the exchange and the request sets, the upper limits for items
D and A are unnecessary as long as they are equal or higher than the bid level upper
exchange limit. However, these limits are included in order to keep the integrity of the
representation of the bidding language. If an upper limit value is not necessary, and
therefore not declared, then it can be simply represented with the positive inﬁnity (or
the largest positive number).

In order to support sale and purchase requests inside the bids, a special item
named M ON EY is introduced in this model. For instance, bid 4 is an example of
a sale bid. In this bid, Bidder 2 wants to sell up to 20 units of item C. Since the
model enforces one-to-one exchanges, the bidder declares that he wants to exchange
up to 20 units of item C with the same number of units of item M ON EY . Since the
reservation price of item M ON EY is $0, and assuming that 20 units are sold, the bid
payoﬀ would be $ − 4, 800 (= 20 · (0 − 240)) meaning that the bidder would earn $4,800.
In the MUDAB model, each unit of an item to be sold should be exchanged for one
unit of item M ON EY , and likewise one unit of item M ON EY should be exchanged
for each unit of an item to be purchased. The item level upper exchange limit for
item M ON EY limits the number of units of item to be sold or purchased for that bid.
Unless a bidder requests a further restriction for the total number of units of items to
be purchased or sold in all of his bids, each bidder is assigned with an inﬁnite number
of units of item M ON EY .

Bid 6 is an example of a purchase bid. In this bid, Bidder 4 declares that he
wants to purchase up to 30 units of item B and up to 20 units of item D but no more
than 40 units of both items which is indicated by the bid level upper exchange limit.

Bid 3 is a more complicated example in which the bidder wants to exchange two
diﬀerent items C, D for items A, B. The upper limits on the number of units to be
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overall at most
80 units consisting

Bidder 1

up to
50 units of

wants to exchange
(one to one)

for

up to
40 units of

item A
Bid 1

and/or

item D

per unit
exchange of

A with D
or
B with D

and/or
up to
30 units of
item B

wants to sell
up to 40 units

owns

($100−$50)=$50
or
($200−$50)=$150

and earn

and earn

$100
or
$200

A
or
B

per unit
sale of

50 units of
item A
and
30 units of

wants to receive
Bid 2

up to
40 units of

and/or

in exchange for
(one to one)

up to
30 units of

and pay

($250−$200)=$50

per unit
exchange

item B

item C

item B
wants to purchase
up to 20 units

and pay

$250

per unit purchase

overall at most
40 units consisting

Bidder 2

up to
30 units of
wants to exchange
(one to one)

item C
and/or

Bid 3

up to
30 units of

for

up to
20 units of
item D

owns
40 units of

earn ($260−$120)=$140
or
earn ($260−$190)=$70
or
and/or
and
pay ($120−$60)=$60
up to
or
30 units of
pay ($190−$60)=$130
item B
item A

C with A
or
C with B
per unit
or
exchange of
D with A
or
D with B

item C
and
20 units of

up to
20 units of

wants to sell
Bid 4

and earn

$240

per unit sale

item C

item D

Bidder 3

wants to exchange
(one to one)
Bid 5

up to
20 units of

for

up to
20 units of

and pay

($120−$60)=$60

item A

item D

per unit
exchange

owns
20 units of
item D
overall at most
40 units consisting
Bidder 4

up to
30 units of
item B
wants to purchase
Bid 6

and/or
up to
20 units of
item D

and pay

$210
or
$80

per unit
purchase of

B
or
D

Figure 4.3. Example market scenario for illustrating the MUDAB model. Note that
the model prevents bidders to give more than the items they own even if they bid so.
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a) Ownership Table:
Item A

Item B

Item C

Item D

Bidder 1

50 units

30 units

-

-

Bidder 2

-

-

40 units

20 units

Bidder 3

-

-

-

20 units

Bidder 4

-

-

-

-

b) Bids:

Bid Representation:
bid level

{(item, exchange limit, price), . . .} −−−−→ {(item, exchange limit, price), . . .}
|
{z
}
|
{z
}
limit
Request Set

Ask Set

Bidder 1
Bid 1 :{(A,50,$100),(B,30,$200)}

80

−−→ {(D,40,$50),(M ON EY ,40,$0)}
40

Bid 2 :{(B,30,$200),(M ON EY ,20,$0)} −−→ {(C,40,$250)}

Bidder 2
40

Bid 3 :{(C,30,$260),(D,20,$60)}

−−→ {(A,30,$120),(B,30,$190)}

Bid 4 :{(C,20,$240)}

−−→ {(M ON EY ,20,$0)}

20

Bidder 3
Bid 5 :{(D,20,$60)}

20

−−→ {(A,20,$120)}

Bidder 4
Bid 6 :{(M ON EY ,40,$0)}

40

−−→ {(B,30,$210),(D,20,$80)}

Figure 4.4. Representation of the example market scenario in Figure 4.3. The
scenario is represented using the bidding language of our model.
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exchanged are 30, 20, 30 and 30 respectively. The maximum number of units allowed
for the exchange is 40. Suppose that this bid is satisﬁed, and let xC , xD , xA and xB
be the numbers of units of items C, D, A and B that are exchanged (0 ≤ xC ≤ 30,
0 ≤ xD ≤ 20, 0 ≤ xA ≤ 30 and 0 ≤ xB ≤ 30). Then, the payoﬀ of this bid is equal
to (xA · $120 + xB · $190) − (xC · $260 + xD · $60). It should be noted that the total
number of items to be given should be equal to the total number of items to be taken,
that is (xC + xD = xA + xB ≤ 40).

By introducing the special item M ON EY , the model allows bidders to express
more complex preferences of purchase, sell and exchange inside a single bid. For instance, in the ﬁrst bid, the bidder wants to exchange up to 40 units of his inventory
for the same number of units of item D and at the same time he wants to sell the
rest of his inventory without diﬀerentiating which item in his inventory is exchanged
or sold. The outcome of this bid can be such that the bidder exchanges 40 units of
item A for 40 units of item D, and sells 10 units of item A and 30 units of item B.
However, the outcome can also be that the bidder exchanges 10 units of item A and
30 units of item B for 40 units of item D, and sells 40 units of item A. In both cases
the amount of money that the bidder earns, that is $9,000, would not be diﬀerent. In
bid 2, on the other hand, the bidder wants to have up to 40 units of item C without
diﬀerentiating the cases in which “he exchanges 30 units of item B for 30 units of item
C, and purchases 10 units of item C”, or “he exchanges 20 units of item B for 20 units
of item C, and purchases 20 units of item C”. The exchange limits in this bid also
puts a limit on the amount of money that the bidder would have to pay which is $(20
* 250 + 20 * 50 = 6,000). It should be noted that although Bidder 1 oﬀers to give 30
units of item B in both his bids, bid 1 and 2, the model does not allow the bidder to
give more than the number of units of items he owns in the ﬁnal outcome.

In the given example, the reservation price of the item M ON EY is set to zero
for the ease of understanding. However, the model also allows assigning reservation
prices for the item M ON EY in order to increase the expressibility of the bids. For
instance, assume that a bidder owns 10 instances of item A and requests 10 instances
of item B. He considers the price diﬀerence between each unit of these items as $100.
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Furthermore, if bartering would not be possible, then he wants to sell each unit of his
item A for the price of $80 or purchase each unit of item B for the price of $160. This
preference of the bidder can be expressed by the following bid:

10

{(A, 10, $100), (M ON EY, 10, $40)} −−→ {(B, 10, $200), (M ON EY, 10, $20)}

Here, it should be noted that if reservation prices other than zero are assigned to the
item M ON EY , then the reservation price of the item M ON EY in the ask set cannot
be lower than the reservation price of the item M ON EY in the request set. Otherwise,
this situation may cause the bidder to pay money without getting any item.

4.5. Formulation of the MUDAB Model
The MUDAB model is formally deﬁned as follows: Let C = {c1 , c2 , . . . , cm } be
the set of m bidders and R = {M ON EY, r2 , r3 , . . . , rn } be the set of n items in the
market. The ﬁrst item M ON EY (= r1 ) represents the special item which is used for
purchase and sale requests inside the bids. Let O be an m-by-n ownership matrix where
element oij deﬁnes the number of units of item rj owned by bidder ci (oij ∈ Z+ ∪ 0).
We deﬁne Bi as the set of bids submitted by the bidder ci and the set of all bids, B, is
∪
deﬁned as B = m
i=1 Bi . Each bid bk is denoted by a triplet, bk = (Ak , uk , Rk ), where
Ak is the ask set, uk is the bid level upper exchange limit (uk ∈ Z+ ) and Rk is the
request set of the bid bk . The ask set is used for declaring items to be bartered or sold
in the market. It consists of y three tuples, Ak = {(i′1 , u′1 , p′1 ), . . . , (i′y , u′y , p′y )}, y ∈ Z+ ,
and in each tuple (i′t , u′t , p′t ), i′t denotes the index of the item to be bartered or sold,
u′t denotes the item level upper exchange limit, and p′t is the reservation price of the
item (1 ≤ t ≤ y, ri′t ∈ R, u′t ∈ Z+ , p′t ∈ R). The request set, on the other hand, is
used for declaring items to be bartered for or purchased. It consists of z three tuples,
Rk = {(i′′1 , u′′1 , p′′1 ), . . . , (i′′z , u′′z , p′′z )}, z ∈ Z+ , and in each tuple (i′′v , u′′v , p′′v ), i′′v denotes the
index of the item to be taken or purchased, u′′v denotes the item level upper exchange
limit, and p′′v is the reservation price of the item (1 ≤ v ≤ z, ri′′v ∈ R, u′′v ∈ Z+ , p′′v ∈ R).
In this deﬁnition, in order to prevent the confusion and increase the readability, the
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superscript (′ ) is used for the variables of the ask set and the superscript (′′ ) is used
for the variables of the request set.

A bid bk is called satisﬁable if and only if the following equalities hold:

x′kt ≤ u′t (∀t | (i′t , u′t , p′t ) ∈ Ak ),
x′′kv ≤ u′′v (∀v | (i′′v , u′′v , p′′v ) ∈ Rk )
∑
∑
x′′kv ≤ uk .
x′kt =

1≤

∀t | (i′t ,u′t ,p′t )∈Ak

′′ ′′
∀v | (i′′
v ,uv ,pv )∈Rk

where x′kt denotes the number of units of item to be given by tth tuple of the ask set
Ak of the bid bk , and x′′kv denotes the number of units of items to be taken by vth tuple
of the request set Rk of the bid bk . The bid payoﬀ (pk ) for the bid bk is calculated as
follows:

pk =

∑
′′ ′′
∀v | (i′′
v ,uv ,pv )∈Rk

p′′v x′′kv −

∑

p′t x′kt

∀t | (i′t ,u′t ,p′t )∈Ak

The winner determination problem of the MUDAB model is deﬁned as ﬁnding a set of
mutually satisﬁable bids such that the sum of the payoﬀs of the bids is maximized. If
the maximum sum of the bid payoﬀs is negative for a problem instance, then this means
that there is no feasible solution unless the deﬁcit is subsidized by the auctioneer.

It should be noted that the number of units of the item M ON EY owned by a
bidder ci , that is oi1 , deﬁnes an upper bound for the diﬀerence between the number of
units of item that he can purchase and the number of units of item that he can sell in
all of his bids. If such a restriction is not necessary for the bidder, then this value is
set to the largest positive number.

The linear integer programming formulation of the winner determination problem
is as follows:
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maximize



∑



∑

∑

′′ ′′
∀v | (i′′
v ,uv ,pv )∈Rk

p′t x′kt 

(4.1)

x′kt = 0 (∀k | bk ∈ B)

(4.2)

∀t | (i′t ,u′t ,p′t )∈Ak

∑

x′′kv −

′′ ′′
′′
∀k,v | bk ∈B ∧ (i′′
v ,uv ,pv )∈Rk ∧ iv =j



∀t | (i′t ,u′t ,p′t )∈Ak

∑

x′′kv −

∑

p′′v x′′kv −

′′ ′′
∀v | (i′′
v ,uv ,pv )∈Rk

∀k | bk ∈B

subject to

∑

x′kt = 0 (∀j | rj ∈ R)

∀k,t | bk ∈B ∧ (i′t ,u′t ,p′t )∈Ak ∧ i′t =j

(4.3)
∑

x′kt ≤ oij

(∀i, j | ci ∈ C, rj ∈ R)

(4.4)

x′kt ≤ u′t

(∀k, t | bk ∈ B ∧ (i′t , u′t , p′t ) ∈ Ak )

(4.5)

x′′kv ≤ u′′v

(∀k, v | bk ∈ B ∧ (i′′v , u′′v , p′′v ) ∈ Rk )

(4.6)

x′kt ≤ uk

(∀k | bk ∈ B)

(4.7)

(∀k, t, v)

(4.8)

∀k,t | bk ∈Bi ∧ (i′t ,u′t ,p′t )∈Ak ∧ i′t =j

∑
∀t | (i′t ,u′t ,p′t )∈Ak

x′kt , x′′kv ∈ N

In this formulation, the objective line in Eq.(4.1) maximizes the sum of the payoﬀs of
all satisﬁed bids. Eq.(4.2) satisﬁes the one-to-one exchange requirement of the model
such that for every bid the number of units of items to be taken must be equal to the
number of units of items to be given. Eq.(4.3) imposes a basic feature of any market.
For any bidder, in order to purchase or get an item in the exchange, there must be a
bidder that sells or gives the same item. Therefore, for each item, the number of units
of items taken by all bidders must be equal to the number of units of items given by
all bidders. Furthermore, it is clear that for each item, no bidder can give more than
the number of units he owns and this restriction is enforced with Eq.(4.4). Eq.(4.5)
and Eq.(4.6) apply the item level upper bound restrictions and ﬁnally Eq.(4.7) ensures
that for any bid, the number of units of items to be exchanged does not exceed the bid
level upper exchange limit.
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4.5.1. An Issue Related to the Unrequested Items

In the MUDAB model, bidders should work out and declare the price diﬀerences
between the items they want to give and the items they want to get inside the bids.
Since the reservation prices of the items are subjective, the following situation may
occur. Consider the following bids:

1

Bidder 1: b1 = {(A, 1, $230)} −→ {(M ON EY, 1, $0)}
1

Bidder 2: b2 = {(B, 1, $350)} −→ {(A, 1, $220)}
1

Bidder 3: b3 = {(C, 1, $60)} −→ {(B, 1, $380)}
1

Bidder 4: b4 = {(D, 1, $20)} −→ {(C, 1, $70)}

According to the model deﬁnition, these four bids cannot be satisﬁed together since
there is no bid that requests item D. However, in fact these bids are satisﬁable since
the sum of the bid payoﬀs (220 + 380 + 70) − (230 + 350 + 60 + 20) = 10 is greater
than zero and all the bidders get the items or the amount of money they want. This
issue can be resolved by introducing a dummy bid (bd ) in order to buy all units of all
items for the price zero:

u

d
bd = {(M ON EY, ud , $0)} −−→
{(r2 , u′′2 , $0), (r3 , u′′3 , $0), . . . , (rn , u′′n , $0)}

where u′′j is the number of available units of item rj (u′′j =

∑m

oij (j = 2, 3, . . . , n)) and
∑ ∑n
ud is the number of available units of all items in the market (ud = m
j=2 oij ).
i=1
i=1

This dummy bid can be automatically entered by the auctioneer after all the bids
have been collected from the bidders. After solving the MUDAB problem, either the
auctioneer could keep the proﬁt as well as the unrequested items given in the winning
bids (item D in the above example) or alternatively let the owners of the winning bids
with the unrequested items get what they want without giving any item (e.g. in the
above example, Bidder 4 could be allowed to get item C without giving item D).
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4.6. Solution Procedure

In this section, we will introduce an algorithm for transforming the winner determination problem of the MUDAB model to a minimum cost circulation ﬂow problem [106]. Let N (V, A, l, u, c, b) denote a network with node set V , arc set A, lower
bound l(v, w), capacity u(v, w), cost c(v, w) for each arc (v, w) ∈ A, and supply/demand
value b(v) for each node v ∈ V . The minimum cost circulation network can be constructed as follows:

• The set of nodes, V , consists of three types of nodes:
(i) Item nodes rj for each item rj ∈ R including the special item M ON EY .
(ii) Ownership nodes oij for each bidder ci ∈ C and for each item rj ∈ R if
oij > 0.
(iii) Split bid nodes b′k and b′′k for each bid bk ∈ B.
• The set of arcs, A, consists of four types of arcs:
(i) An arc <rj , oij > for each bidder ci ∈ C and for each item rj ∈ R if oij > 0.
The capacity of the arc is equal to oij and the cost is equal to 0.
(ii) An arc <oij , b′k > for each bidder ci ∈ C, for each item rj ∈ R and for each
bid bk = (Ak , uk , Rk ) ∈ Bi if there exists a t such that (i′t , u′t , p′t ) ∈ Ak and
i′t = j. The capacity is equal to u′t and the cost is equal to p′t .
(iii) An arc <b′k , b′′k > for each bid bk = (Ak , uk , Rk ) ∈ B with the capacity equal
to uk and the cost equal to 0.
(iv) An arc <b′′k , rj > for each bid bk = (Ak , uk , Rk ) ∈ B and for each item rj ∈ R
if there exists a v such that (i′′v , u′′v , p′′v ) ∈ Rk and i′′v = j. The capacity of the
arc is equal to u′′v and the cost is equal to −p′′v .

There is neither supply nor demand for any node in the network, and therefore
b(v) = 0 for every node v ∈ V . Also, lower bounds l(v, w) for all arcs (v, w) ∈ A
are set to 0. The minimum cost circulation network for the example problem given in
Section 4.4 and its solution can be seen in Figures 4.5 and 4.6 respectively.
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Figure 4.5. Minimum cost circulation network of the example in Section 4.4.
(capacity, cost) values are presented on the arcs. Note that the dashed nodes located
on the right side are the same nodes located on the left side.

The correctness of the network can be veriﬁed as follows. The integer variables
x′kt are represented with the arcs of type (ii) and x′′kv are represented with the arcs of
type (iv). The costs of the type (ii) arcs are the reservation prices of the items declared
in the ask set whereas the costs of the type (iv) arcs are the additive inverses of the
reservation prices of the items declared in the request set. Since the costs of the other
arcs are zero, ﬁnding the minimum cost circulation ﬂow means optimizing the objective
function in Eq.(4.1). The constraints in Eq.(4.2) and Eq.(4.3) are applied by the ﬂow
conservation property of the network for the nodes of type (iii) and the nodes of type
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Bid 1: Bidder 1 exchanges 20 units of item A for 20 units of item D, and sells 30 units of item A. He earns $4000.
Bid 2: Bidder 1 exchanges 20 units of item B for 20 units of item C, and buys 10 units of item C. He pays $3500.
Bid 3: Bidder 2 exchanges 10 units of item C and 20 units of item D for 30 units of item A. He earns $200.
Bid 4: Bidder 2 sells 20 units of item C. He earns $4800.
Bid 5: Bidder 3 exchanges 20 units of item D for 20 units of item A. He pays $1200.
Bid 6: Bidder 4 buys 20 units of item B and 20 units of item D. He pays $5800.

Figure 4.6. Solution of the minimum cost circulation network in Figure 4.5. (ﬂow)
values are presented on the arcs.

(i) respectively. The upper limits on the arcs of type (i) ensure that no bidder can give
more than the number of units of items he owns which is stated in Eq.(4.4). Finally,
the upper limits on the arcs of type (ii) and (iv) apply the item-level upper exchange
limit constraints and the upper limits on the arcs of type (iii) apply the bid-level upper
exchange limit constraints.
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4.7. Experimental Results

We have prepared test cases for observing the performance and the scalability of
the MUDAB model in practice. For solving these cases, we use CS2 software which
contains an implementation of scaling push-relabel algorithm for the minimum cost
ﬂow problems [109, 110]. Tests are conducted on a dedicated 64 bit Intel Xeon 2.66
GHz workstation with eight gigabytes of memory using single core.

The test cases are generated using 12 diﬀerent conﬁgurations for simulating diﬀerent market sizes. In these conﬁgurations, the number of bidders varies between 10,000
and 100,000, and the number of bids varies between 100,000 and 1,000,000. The sizes
of the request sets (excluding the special item MONEY) are drawn uniformly from the
intervals [0, 2], [0, 10] and [0, 20] which are denoted as small, medium and large sizes
respectively. Each bidder is assumed to have an average of ﬁve diﬀerent items and up
to 100 units of each of these items. The maximum size of an ask set is limited to the
number of items of the bid owner. The probability of the bidder to include the special
item MONEY inside the ask or request sets is set to 0.25. The rest of the parameters
of the test case generator, the generated test cases and their solutions can be obtained
from [130].

The results of the experiment are presented in Table 4.5. For each of the 12
conﬁgurations, 20 test cases are generated and the average number of items, the average number of nodes and edges in the network, the average execution time of the
network solver and the corresponding standard deviation are reported. The optimum
solution to the problem instances containing up to 200,000 bids can be solved within
a minute. Even the larger instances with 1,000,000 bids and the network size of approximately 3,000,000 nodes and 15,000,000 edges are solvable in less than ﬁve minutes
demonstrating the scalability of the model in practice.
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Table 4.5. Average network sizes and execution times of the network solver for test
cases. Each test case conﬁguration consists of 20 instances.
Request
Bids

100,000

200,000

500,000

1,000,000

Execution Time (seconds)

Set Size

Nodes

Edges

mean

stdev

small

310,086

639,944

9.19

0.58

medium

310,039

1,018,887

12.36

0.61

large

310,017

1,514,825

15.99

0.82

small

619,956

1,278,457

21.99

1.39

medium

620,099

2,038,985

29.77

1.85

large

620,006

3,029,529

38.47

1.41

small

1,549,931

3,196,936

64.15

4.15

medium

1,549,876

5,092,334

83.57

4.97

large

1,550,019

7,573,373

108.39

3.21

small

3,099,875

6,393,790

137.03

10.80

medium

3,100,030

10,188,917

193.61

6.05

large

3,100,136

15,150,880

247.84

14.12

4.8. Conclusion

In this chapter, we contribute a market model and an algorithm that improve DA
based e-markets by allowing barter bids. The MUDAB model allows traders to declare
both direct and diﬀerential barter requests along with the usual sale and purchase
requests. It also extends the previous DAB model which allows bartering of only
single items. The MUDAB model can be used virtually in every market in which
DA rules are applicable. Furthermore, the MUDAB model utilizes a more powerful
bidding language which improves the market outcome when compared with the DAB
model. Since the MUDAB model is the superset of both multi-unit DA and the DAB
models, the allocative eﬃciency of the MUDAB model is also guaranteed to be better
or at least as good as that of these models. Even with these additional features,
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the MUDAB market can be cleared fast using the proposed polynomial-time network
ﬂow based algorithm. Test instances involving millions of bids can be solved within
minutes which opens the way for building realistic e-markets for massive number of
users. A drawback of our model and the corresponding algorithm is that it does not
allow package bidding, and therefore, the item exchanges are always one-to-one. Even
though our model can be generalized to many-to-many exchange option, this will make
the problem computationally harder, i.e. NP-Hard, as proven in [81].

The implementation of the model is also straightforward; bids are collected from
the bidders within a predeﬁned time period. Then, the optimum allocation is found
by running our algorithm and the results are published. Unsatisﬁed bids could be
transferred to the next bidding round unless they are withdrawn. The length of the
rounds can be determined according to the rate of submission of bids. For instance,
for the described e-media market the length of a round could be as short as 30 minutes
whereas for a property exchange the length could be as long as 30 days.

The beneﬁts of bartering mechanism have already been demonstrated in real
life. For instance, in the United States, there are approximately 400 barter exchange
companies and it is estimated that over 350,000 businesses are involved in bartering
activities. According to statistics published by The International Reciprocal Trade
Association, $8.25 billion worth of goods and services were traded through barter exchange companies in 2004 [131]. Besides the barter exchanges, there are also non-proﬁt
and commercial online platforms that provide bartering services. For instance, swaptree.com oﬀers their members to barter books, music, DVDs or video games. The
method of bartering used is the direct bartering without involvement of money. Similarly, rehashclothes.com provides a platform for bartering clothing and goswap.org does
the same for bartering houses and land. An example for non-proﬁt platforms would be
textswap.com which provides textbook exchange services for college students.

These examples motivate us to envision future e-markets incorporating the differential barter mechanism for increasing the throughput of the real life markets. The
known diﬃculty of ﬁnding the double coincidence of wants in bartering is resolved by
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the algorithmic engines that facilitate multilateral (multi-way) bartering among two
or more parties. Furthermore, we believe that the introduced features of the model
and the web-based access to the markets will also ease the transition from otherwise
producer-consumer oriented markets to the markets in which consumers become traders
who buy and sell commodities in order to make proﬁt just like in eBay. This transition
will enrich the markets greatly as it has been seen in stock exchanges.
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5. DOUBLE AUCTION WITH LIMITED COVER MONEY
MODEL

5.1. Introduction

Secondary markets in which used durable goods are exchanged play an important role in overall economic activity with multi-billion dollars of transaction volumes.
For instance, in 2009 approximately $80.5 billion worth of used vehicles were sold in
NAAA’s North American member auctions according to the association’s 13th Annual
Survey [128]. Other examples from the U.S. are the used book market with approximately $2.2 billion purchases in 2004 [132] and the used video game market with more
than $2 billion purchases [133] in 2009. Considerable amount of these trading volumes
has been carried out through online markets. Again, for instance, approximately 21%
of the sales conducted by NAAA’s North American members are via Internet based
sources. This ratio is much higher for used book market such that online booksellers
are responsible for two-thirds of the general interest used book sales [132].

Secondary markets are commonly considered as a threat for suppliers as it is
thought that used good sales cannibalize new good sales. Although, some positive
evidences exist for speciﬁc markets, for instance Smith et al. [134] ﬁnd that 86% of the
used DVD sales through Amazon.com cannibalize the new DVD sales, this cannot be
generalized. The reason is that DVDs are digital media which are less prone to loss in
quality when used, their utilities are dramatically diminished after they are seen, and
furthermore, they can easily be copied using specialized software. The cannibalization
rates of used books and CDs sold through Amazon.com, in contrast, are quite low
with 16% [135] and 24% [134], respectively. It is shown that unless the market is a
monopoly or a supplier has very high share in the market, secondary markets can be
beneﬁcial for suppliers since the presence of these markets increase the proﬁtability of
new goods yielding higher supplier welfare [136, 137]. Secondary markets have also
an indirect beneﬁt for suppliers. In his open letter to Amazon.com’s used booksellers
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dated April 14, 2002, Jeﬀ Bezos, CEO of Amazon.com, indicated this beneﬁt as “. . .
when a customer sells used books, it gives them a budget to buy more new books.”.
From the buyers’ perspective on the other hand, the presence of secondary markets are
always optimal increasing buyers’ welfare [136]. These beneﬁts also provide incentive
for intermediaries to operate such markets, the well-known of examples of which are
eBay and Amazon.com. Ghose et al. [135] estimate an additional proﬁt of approximately $65 million for Amazon.com from used book sales with an estimated increase
of approximately $88 million in the total social welfare.

In this chapter, we propose an e-market model called double auction with limited
cover money (DALCOM) model which is designed especially for secondary markets.
The model utilizes the discrete-time DA institution, that is the clearinghouse, for the
trading of used goods as well as new ones. Market participants can have both buyer
and seller roles, and therefore each bidder can put forward items for sale as well as
place bids for purchase. The model extends the DA institution such that it allows
bidders to put a limit on their budget by providing a mechanism for declaration of an
amount of cover money. The model ensures that for each bidder what is spent on purchased items minus the proceeds of sold items do not exceed the declared cover money
amount. This mechanism encourages bidders to participate in e-markets without a
risk of having a budget deﬁcit. Besides, a bidder may also be indiﬀerent to multiple
items, for instance there may be multiple sellers of the same textbook or the bidder
may be interested in a speciﬁc set of novels in a book market. The DALCOM model
further provides a mechanism for handling such situations so that in their purchase
bids, the bidders are allowed to declare a list of items and put a limit on the number
of items to be purchased in that list. Thus, this mechanism enables bidders to express
their preferences of substitutabilities in the market which yields in a better allocation
of resources. For pricing the items, the well-known k-DA policy is used. The winner
determination problem of the model is formally deﬁned and formulated using linear
integer programming. It is proven that the decision version of the winner determination problem is NP-complete and even it is inapproximable unless P = N P . We have
also designed a test case generator with wide-range of conﬁgurable parameters with
which the performance of the CPLEX MIP solver for this problem is demonstrated on
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a comprehensive test suite.

In the next section, the DALCOM model is explained in detail on a sample
scenario from the used book market. In Section 5.3, the model is formally deﬁned, the
winner determination problem is formulated and the complexity results are presented.
The test case generator is explained in Section 5.4 and the experimental results are
presented in Section 5.5. Finally, the chapter is concluded in Section 5.6.

5.2. The DALCOM Model

In this section, we introduce the DALCOM model on an example from the used
book market. Consider the following scenario which is also illustrated in Figure 5.1.
There are ﬁve books put up for sale by four bidders. Each bidder declares a reservation
price for each book they want to sell which indicates the minimum amount of money
the bidder is willing to get if the corresponding book is sold. Along with the reservation
prices, each bidder also declares a nonnegative cover money amount which indicates
the maximum amount of money that the bidder is willing to spend in addition to
the proceeds of the sold items. In this model, each item is considered as unique.
This feature allows bidders to diﬀerentiate between even the instances of the same
items sold by diﬀerent bidders, since, for instance, the condition of the instance, its
warranty status, the reputation of its seller, the location of the item and the associated
transfer cost may vary. Note that this does not pose a problem for the bidders who
do not diﬀerentiate between the identical items since they are allowed declare a list
of substitutable items in their bids. In this example, there are ﬁve purchase bids
submitted by four bidders. In the DALCOM model, a purchase bid contains a request
set and an upper purchase limit value and is represented as follows:

⟨ { (Item A, Res. Price for A), (Item B, Res. Price for B), . . . }, Upper Pur. Limit ⟩
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Items for Sale:
Seller

Item

Reservation Price

Bidder 1: Book A

$40

Book B

$30

Bidder 2: Book C

$25

Bidder 3: Book D

$30

Bidder 4: Book E

$30

Amounts of Cover Money:
Bidder 1:

$0

Bidder 2: $45
Bidder 3:

$0

Bidder 4:

$0

Bidder 5: $35

Purchase Bids:
Bidder 1: b1 : ⟨ {(Book C, $35), (Book E, $35)}, up to 1 item ⟩
b2 : ⟨{(Book D, $40)}, up to 1 item ⟩
Bidder 2: b3 : ⟨ {(Book A, $45), (Book B, $35), (Book E, $40)}, up to 2 items ⟩
Bidder 3: b4 : ⟨ {(Book A, $40), (Book C, $30), (Book E, $40)}, up to 1 item ⟩
Bidder 5: b5 : ⟨ {(Book E, $35)}, up to 1 item ⟩
Figure 5.1. Example problem illustrating sale and purchase bids for DALCOM
market.
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The request set contains one or more item-reservation price pairs each of which
denotes the item a bidder is willing to purchase and the associated reservation price.
The reservation price is the maximum amount of money that the bidder is willing
to pay for the corresponding item. Similarly, the upper purchase limit denotes the
maximum number of items that the bidder is willing to buy among the items listed in
the request set. For instance, in bid 5, Bidder 5 declares that he wants to buy book
E and he wants to give at most $35. In bid 3, on the other hand, Bidder 2 wants to
buy at most two books among books A, B and E and he is willing to pay at most $45,
$35 and $40, respectively. Preference of Bidder 1 is more complex than a single bid
can express. He wants to purchase book C or E and also book D as long as he stays
within his budget. Thus, he submits two bids, bid 1 and 2, for this purpose.

In the DALCOM model, the utility of a transaction between a seller and a buyer is
deﬁned as the diﬀerence between buyer reservation price and the seller reservation price
for the item to be exchanged. Negative utility values are not allowed, and therefore
bids whose buyer reservation price is smaller than the corresponding seller reservation
price are simply discarded. The objective of the model is to maximize the sum of the
transaction utilities, and hence enhance the social welfare.

For pricing the items in the exchange, k-DA policy is used and the price of an
exchanged item is deﬁned as

k · buyer reservation price + (1 − k) · seller reservation price

where k ∈ [0, 1] is the parameter of the k-DA policy which determines how the transaction utility is distributed between the seller and the buyer. For instance, if k is set
to 0.5, the utility is equally shared between the parties. In the border cases, k = 0 or
k = 1, the seller or the buyer determines the transaction price alone, respectively. In
this study, we set k = 0.5 unless otherwise noted for the numerical examples without
losing generality.
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The advantage of introducing cover money feature can be seen on the example.
If this auction was conducted using the traditional double auction mechanism, only
Bidder 2 and Bidder 5 could submit a purchase bid, since the budgets of the other
bidders do not permit them to purchase new books without selling their old books
ﬁrst. In this case, only the third pair in bid 3 would be satisﬁed, that is Bidder 2
would purchase book E from Bidder 4 while paying 0.5 · $40 + 0.5 · $30 = $35. The
total utility would be $40 - $30=$10 and the total transaction volume would be $35.
However, in the DALCOM model, all the listed bids can be submitted and four of
them, bids 1-4 are satisﬁed simultaneously. The outcome is as follows: Bidder 1 buys
books C and D, Bidder 2 buys books A and B and Bidder 3 buys book E. In this
case, the total utility increases to $40 and the total transaction volume increases to
$175. Furthermore, these transactions do not cause any budget deﬁcit for the bidders.

The implementation of the model is also straightforward as in the case of the
previous models. Within a predeﬁned time period, sealed bids are collected from the
bidders and after the end of the period the market is cleared by solving the optimization
problem which is introduced in the next section. Unsatisﬁed bids could be transferred
to the next bidding round according to the preferences of the bidders. The length of
the rounds can be determined according to the market to which the model is applied
and the rate of submission of bids in the market. The longer periods result in better
allocative eﬃciency but they also cause less trading volume to occur per unit time.

5.3. Formulation of the DALCOM Model
The DALCOM model is formally deﬁned as follows: Let C = {c1 , c2 , . . . , cm } be
the set of m bidders and Ti be the set of items to be sold by bidder ci (1 ≤ i ≤ m).
∪
′
′
The set of all items, T = {t1 , t2 , . . . , tn }, is deﬁned as T = m
i=1 Ti (∀i, i | Ti ∩ Ti = ∅).
Let P = (pt1 , pt2 , . . . , ptn ) be the tuple of reservation prices of items where ptj is the
owner-determined reservation price of the item tj that indicates the minimum amount
for which the owner of the item tj is willing to sell (1 ≤ j ≤ n, ptj ∈ R+ ∪ {0}). The
tuple D = (d1 , d2 , . . . , dm ) denotes the amounts of cover money of the bidders where di
is the amount of cover money of the bidder ci (di ∈ R+ ∪ {0}).
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In the DALCOM model, a bid is deﬁned as a pair, bk = (Rk , uk ), where Rk is the
request set and uk is the upper purchase limit of the bid bk (uk ∈ Z+ ). The request set,
Rk , consists of z pairs, Rk = {(ak1 , rak1 ), . . . , (akz , rakz )}, and in each pair (akl , rakl ), akl
denotes the item to be purchased and rakl denotes the bidder-determined reservation
price of the item akl that indicates the maximum amount for which the owner of the bid
bk is willing to purchase the item akl (1 ≤ l ≤ z, akl ∈ C, rakl ∈ R+ ∪ {0}, rakl ≥ pakl ).
Finally, the set of bids submitted by the bidder ci is denoted as Bi , and the set of all
∪
bids, B = {b1 , b2 , . . . , bv }, is deﬁned as B = m
i=1 Bi .
The meaning of a bid can be stated as follows: By submitting a bid bk = (Rk , uk ),
the bidder ci declares that he wants to purchase up to uk items among the items given
in Rk = {(ak1 , rak1 ), . . . , (akz , rakz )}, and for each item akl the bidder ci oﬀers to pay
at most rakl . If the item akl is purchased by the bidder ci , the price of the item akl is
k · rakl + (1 − k) · pakl where k ∈ [0, 1] is the parameter of the k-DA policy. The bid bk
is called satisﬁable if there exists a nonempty subset of the items in the request set Rk
which is available for purchase and the sum of prices of the at most uk items in this
subset is within the limit of the budget of the bidder that is what is spent on purchased
items minus the proceeds of the sold items should not exceed the cover money amount
of the bidder. The winner determination problem (WDP) of the DALCOM model is
deﬁned as ﬁnding the maximum cardinality set of mutually satisﬁable bids such that
the total utility, that is the sum of diﬀerences of reservation prices of the traded items,
is maximized.

In order to formulate the problem using linear integer programming, a binary
variable xkl is introduced. It denotes whether the item akl is purchased in the lth pair
of the request set Rk of the bid bk (1) or not (0). The linear integer programming
formulation of the model is as follows:
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∑

maximize

(rakl − pakl ) · xkl

(5.1)

∀k,l | bk ∈B∧(akl ,rakl )∈Rk

∑

subject to

xkl ≤ 1

(∀j | tj ∈ T )

(5.2)

xkl ≤ uk

(∀k| bk ∈ B)

(5.3)

(∀i | ci ∈ C)

(5.4)

∀k,l | bk ∈B∧(akl ,ukl )∈Rk ∧akl =tj

∑

∀l | (akl ,rakl )∈Rk

∑

(k · rakl + (1 − k) · pakl ) xkl

∀k,l | bk ∈Bi ∧(akl ,ukl )∈Rk

−

∑

(k · rakl + (1 − k) · pakl ) xkl ≤ di

∀k,l | bk ∈B∧(akl ,rakl )∈Rk ∧akl ∈Ti

xkl ∈ {0, 1} (∀k, l)

(5.5)

In this formulation, Eq.(5.1) is the objective function which maximizes the total utility.
Eq.(5.2) ensures that each item can be purchased by at most one bidder. Eq.(5.3)
enforces the upper purchase limits of the bids. Finally, Eq.(5.4) is the budget constraint,
that is for each bidder the total cost of the purchased items minus the proceeds of the
sold items should not exceed the cover money amount of that bidder.

It should be noted that when the buyer reservation price is equal to the seller
reservation price, the utility gain for this transaction will be exactly zero. Thus, this
type of transactions may not be selected by the solver software for the optimum solution. In order to prevent this situation, the objective function can be changed as to
include a constant such as:
∑

maximize

(rakl − pakl + ϵ) · xkl

∀k,l | bk ∈B∧(akl ,rakl )∈Rk

where ϵ is a small positive number which can be deﬁned as:
ϵ=

mink,l (rakl − pakl )
|B| · maxk |Rk |
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In this way, we prevent the disturbance caused by this constant to aﬀect the optimum
solution.

The linear integer program for the example scenario introduced in Section 5.2
and the corresponding solution can be seen in Figure 5.2.

5.3.1. Theorems Related to the Winner Determination Problem

In this section, we present some complexity results for the WDP.
Proposition 5.1. The decision version of the WDP is NP-complete.

Proof. Let Π be the decision version of the WDP. Π is deﬁned as follows: Given a set
of bidders C, a set of items T and associated reservation prices P , a set of cover money
amounts D, a set of bids B and a positive integer K, is there a subset B ′ ⊆ B such
that the following inequalities are satisﬁed?
∑
∀k,l | bk

∈B ′ ∧(a

(rakl − pakl ) ≥ K

(5.6)

kl ,rakl )∈Rk

∑

1 ≤ 1

(∀j | tj ∈ T )

(5.7)

∀k,l | bk ∈B ′ ∧(akl ,ukl )∈Rk ∧akl =tj

∑

1 ≤ uk (∀k| bk ∈ B ′ )

(5.8)

∀l | (akl ,rakl )∈Rk

∑

(k · rakl + (1 − k) · pakl )

∀k,l | bk ∈Bi ∩B ′ ∧(akl ,ukl )∈Rk

−

∑

(k · rakl + (1 − k) · pakl ) ≤ di

(∀i | ci ∈ C)

(5.9)

∀k,l | bk ∈B ′ ∧(akl ,rakl )∈Rk ∧akl ∈Ti

If we have a certiﬁcate that consists of set B ′ , this certiﬁcate can be veriﬁed in
polynomial time by checking Eq.(5.6-5.9). Therefore, Π is in N P .
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Maximize
10 x11 + 5 x12 + 10 x21 + 5 x31 + 5 x32 + 10 x33 + 0 x41 + 5 x42
+ 10 x43 + 5 x51

Subject To
Book A : x31 + x41 <= 1
Book B : x32 <= 1
Book C : x11 + x42 <= 1
Book D : x21 <= 1
Book E : x12 + x33 + x43 + x51 <= 1

Bid 1 : x11 + x12 <= 1
Bid 2 : x21 <= 1
Bid 3 : x31 + x32 + x33 <= 2
Bid 4 : x41 + x42 + x43 <= 1
Bid 5 : x51 <= 1

Bidder 1 : 30 x11 + 32.5 x12 + 35 x21 - 42.5 x31 - 40 x41
- 32.5 x32 <= 0
Bidder 2 : 42.5 x31 + 32.5 x32 + 35 x33 - 30 x11 - 27.5 x42 <= 45
Bidder 3 : 40 x41 + 27.5 x42 + 35 x43 - 35 x21 <= 0
Bidder 4 : - 32.5 x12 - 35 x33 - 35 x43 - 32.5 x51 <= 0
Bidder 5 : 32.5 x51 <= 35

Solution
Objective Value = 40
x11 = 1

x12 = 0

x21 = 1

x31 = 1

x32 = 1

x33 = 0

x41 = 0

x42 = 0

x43 = 1

x51 = 0

Figure 5.2. Linear integer program for the example market scenario in Figure 5.1 and
its solution. All variables are binary variables.
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Next, we present a polynomial time transformation from the subset sum problem.
Let Π′ be the subset sum problem [50, p. 243] which is deﬁned as follows: Given a
ﬁnite set of positive integers A = {a1 , a2 , . . . , af } and a positive integer B, is there a
∑
subset A′ ⊆ A such that ∀i |ai ∈A′ ai = B ?
Let Π′ (A, B) be an instance of the subset sum problem. It can be transformed
to Π in polynomial time as follows: Let the set of bidders C consist of two bidders
(C = {c1 , c2 }), and the set of items to be sold by the bidder c1 be T1 = {t1 , t2 , . . . , tf }
and by the bidder c2 be T2 = {tf +1 } (f = |A|). The reservation prices of all the items
declared by their owners are zero (P = (0, . . . , 0)). Let the cover money amounts of
all the bidders be zero (D = {0, 0}). Assume that the bidder c1 submits only one
bid requesting one item b1 = ⟨{(tf +1 , B/k)}, 1⟩ and the bidder c2 also submits one bid
requesting up to f items b2 = ⟨{(t1 , a1 /k), (t2 , a2 /k), . . . , (tf , af /k)}, f ⟩. Finally, let
K = 2kB.

Since the cover money amounts of the bidders are zero, the bids b1 and b2 cannot
be satisﬁed alone. Together, they can only be satisﬁed if and only if there is a solution
to the subset sum problem instance Π′ (A, B). Therefore, the solution of the problem
instance of Π is also a solution of the problem instance of Π′ and vice versa.

Since Π is in NP and the subset sum problem is NP-complete, the decision version
of the WDP is NP-complete.

Using this proof, we can also show the inapproximability of the WDP.
Lemma 5.2. Unless P=NP, there is no polynomial time ϵ-approximative algorithm for
the WDP for any ϵ ∈ [0, 1).

Proof. If there exists a polynomial time ϵ-approximative algorithm for the WDP for any
ϵ ∈ [0, 1), this algorithm can be used for deciding the subset sum problem as described
in the proof of Proposition 5.1. Since the subset sum problem is NP-Complete, this
would imply P=NP.
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This inapproximability result suggests that ﬁnding a non-trivial feasible solution
of a WDP instance or proving that no such solution exists can be diﬃcult. However,
this result is valid for a special subset of the WDP instances in which the amounts of
cover money are zero for all bidders. It is obvious that if at least one bidder has enough
cover money to purchase at least one of the items in one of his bids, then ﬁnding a
nonzero feasible solution becomes a polynomial-time problem. Also, if the cover money
amounts of all bidders allow them to purchase every item they bid for without selling
their items, in other words the budget constraint in Eq. 5.4 is relaxed in the WDP,
and then this new problem can be solved in polynomial-time. We call this problem
as relaxed-budget WDP problem (RBP). A fast polynomial-time algorithm for solving
RBP is proposed below.

5.3.2. An Algorithm for Solving the Relaxed-Budget WDP Problem

We model RBP as a minimum cost ﬂow problem [106]. Let N (V, A, l, u, c, b)
denote a network with node set V , arc set A, lower bound l(v, w), upper bound u(v, w)
and cost c(v, w) for each arc (v, w) ∈ A, and supply/demand values b(v) for each node
v ∈V.
We begin constructing the network by introducing a node for each bid bk ∈ B
and for each item tj ∈ T . The source node of the network is represented with s and
the sink node is represented with t. For each bid bk ∈ B, an arc is drawn from the the
source node s, to the bid node bk . The upper bound of this arc is the upper purchase
limit of the corresponding bid, that is u(s, bk ) = uk , and the associated cost is zero
(c(v, w) = 0). Then, for each bid bk ∈ B and for each pair (akl , rakl ) ∈ Rk , an arc is
drawn from the node bk to akl . The upper bound of this arc is one, that is u(bk , akl ) = 1,
and the cost of the arc is the additive inverse of the utility value (c(bk , akl ) = pakl −rakl ).
Finally, for each item tj ∈ R, we introduce an arc from the node tj to the sink node
t with upper bound of one and cost of zero (u(tj , t) = 1, c(tj , t) = 0). There is no
ﬂow requirement for any arc (l(v, w) = 0 ∀v, w|(v, w) ∈ A) and there is no supply or
demand for any node in the network, therefore, b(v) = 0 for every node v ∈ V .
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Figure 5.3. The network of the RBP with (capacity,cost) values on the arcs.

The constructed network is shown in Figure 5.3. The minimum cost ﬂow in this
network gives the optimum solution for RCP since the constraints in Eq.(5.2,5.3) are
encoded in the network and minimizing the cost in the network means maximizing the
total utility.

5.4. Test Case Generator

As proven in Section 5.3.1, when all the bidders have no cover money at all, the
problem instances are diﬃcult to solve. In fact, most of the problem instances of this
kind would have no nonzero feasible solutions at all. The reason is that in all nonzero
feasible solutions of such an instance, for every bidder the proceed of the sold items
should be equal to the amount spent on the purchased items which is very unlikely to
occur in the practice. However, this situation can easily be prevented by the market
maker who operates the market by forcing a lower limit for the cover money amounts
of bidders if it is necessary. On the other hand, when all the bidders have enough
money to cover all of their purchases, in this case ﬁnding the optimum solutions for
these problem instances becomes easier requiring only polynomial time. Actually, the
problem instances that arise from the real markets would mostly be in between these
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two endpoints. So, the question is “How diﬃcult would it be to solve the real market
problem instances?”. In order to estimate this, we have designed a test case generator
and prepared a test suite. In this section, we explain the test case generator in detail,
and in the following section, the test suite and the experimental results are presented.

The test case generator uses GNU Scientiﬁc Library [138] and supports all common continuous and discrete random number distributions. It has ten parameters
which can be conﬁgured to design a factorial testing. These parameters are as follows:

(i) Market Type: This parameter deﬁnes the market type to which the problem instances belong. The market type determines which types of items are available in
the market and their price ranges. The generator supports three diﬀerent market
types, namely Book, CD/DVD and Electronic markets. The available item types
in these markets and their price proﬁles can be seen in Table 5.1. These statistical price proﬁles for book, CD/DVD and electronic markets are obtained from
the studies of Ghose et al. [135], Smith et al. [134] and Ghose [139], respectively.
They are based on the sales information in the Amazon.com marketplace.
(ii) Number of Bidders: This parameter deﬁnes the number of bidders in the market.
It accepts a non-empty set of constant numbers.
(iii) Number of Items per Bidder: This parameter deﬁnes the number of items that
each bidder put up for sale. It accepts a non-empty set of discrete distributions.
(iv) Number of Bids per Bidder: This parameter deﬁnes the number of purchase bids
placed by each bidder. It accepts a non-empty set of discrete distributions.
(v) Request Set Determination Method: There two methods for determining the requested items in a bid. In the uniform selection method, the requested items in a
bid are selected uniformly among the available items in the market. In the closely
priced items selection method, on the other hand, only the ﬁrst requested item is
selected uniformly among the available items and the rest are selected uniformly
from a set of items whose value are close to the value of the ﬁrst item. The
motivation behind this second method is that the values of substitutable items
are generally close. For instance, it is very unlikely for a copy of a physics book
to be sold for one dollar and another copy for a hundred dollars.
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(vi) Request Set Size: This parameter deﬁnes the number of items requested in a bid.
It accepts a non-empty set of discrete distributions.
(vii) Upper Purchase Limit: This parameter deﬁnes the upper purchase limit of each
bid. It accepts a non-empty set of discrete distributions.
(viii) Cover Money Determination Method: There two methods for determining cover
money amounts. In the bids ﬁrst method, after the items a bidder wants to sell
are determined, purchase bids of that bidder are generated before determining
his cover money amount. Then, based on the prices of the items he wants to sell
and the amount required for his purchase bids, the actual cover money amount is
determined. This method is used for representing the bidders who ﬁrst determine
which items to buy and then the cover money amount.
However, in the cover money ﬁrst method, after the items a bidder wants to sell
are determined, his cover money amount is determined before generating purchase
bids. The purchase bids are then generated based on the maximum budget of the
bidder which is the sum of the reservation prices of the items he want to sell and
his cover money amount. This method is used for representing the bidders who
select the items to be bought based on their budget.
(ix) Cover Money Ratio: This parameter deﬁnes the ratio that is used for determining
the amounts of cover money of the bidders. It accepts a non-empty set of continuous distributions. The amount of cover money di for a bidder ci is calculated
as:

di = cmri · (cmmax
− cmmin
) + cmmin
i
i
i

are the minimum and the
and cmmax
where cmri is the cover money ratio, cmmin
i
i
maximum amount of cover money required for the bidder ci , respectively. Based
values may
and cmmax
on the selected cover money determination method, cmmin
i
i
diﬀer.
If the bids ﬁrst method is used, since the purchase bids are generated before
is deﬁned as the diﬀerence between
determining the cover money amount, cmmin
i
the highest reservation price oﬀered by the bidder for an item and the sum of the
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reservation prices of the items he sells. This lower bound ensures that the bidder
can aﬀord any one of requested items in his bids in case all of his items are sold.
cmmax
is deﬁned as the maximum amount of money required for the bidder if all
i
of his bids are satisﬁed and none of his items are sold.
If the cover money ﬁrst method is used, since the cover money amount is determined ﬁrst, no positive lower bound is required for cmmin
and its value is simply
i
zero. However, since the bids are generated afterwards, cmmax
is deﬁned as
i

cmmax
= Avg # Bids per Bidder · Avg Req Set Size · Avg Item P rice
i

where Avg # Bids per Bidder and Avg Req Set Size are the mean values of
the distributions supplied to the parameters Number of Bids per Bidder and Request Set Size, respectively. Avg Item P rice is the average price of the items sold
in the market calculated using the price proﬁle which corresponds to the selected
market type. Thus, if a bidder has a cover money of amount cmmax
, he would be
i
able place Avg # Bids per Bidder bids with Avg Req Set Size requested items
per bid on average in accordance with the distributions supplied to the respective
parameters. Furthermore, he may be able to purchase the requested items in his
bids even none of his items are sold as in the case of the bids ﬁrst method.
In summary, independent of the used cover money determination method, when
the cover money ratio is close to zero, the amount of cover money of a bidder also
tends to zero. On the contrary, when the cover money ratio is close to one, the
amount of cover money of a bidder tends to a value which allows him to purchase
the items he wants without the need of proceeds of the his sold items.
(x) k: This is the parameter of k-DA policy. It accepts a real number in the range
[0, 1].

The algorithm of the test case generator is straightforward. First, for each bidder
the items to be sold and the respective seller reservation prices are determined. The
items are selected uniformly among the item types available in the market. In order
and a
to determine the seller reservation price pi for an item ti , a minimum price pmin
i
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Table 5.1. Available item types and their price proﬁles for the test case generator. All
the price values are in US$.

Lower Bound of the Price
Market Type

Upper Bound of the Price

Item Type

mean

stdev

min

max

mean

stdev

min

max

Like New

15.16

21.32

0.01

194.25

24.04

26.47

1.95

209.99

Very Good

11.26

18.41

0.01

207.60

24.04

26.47

1.95

209.99

Good

11.24

16.42

0.01

200.00

24.04

26.47

1.95

209.99

Acceptable

7.86

15.70

0.01

222.35

24.04

26.47

1.95

209.99

CD

9.10

9.28

0.55

99.99

16.00

11.28

2.98

119.49

DVD

17.16

19.45

0.85

149.99

28.57

22.97

7.98

159.99

PDA

262.56 161.32 0.99 1,049.99

599.59

245.03

29.61 2,298.99

Book

CD/DVD

Digital Camera 415.14 328.89 0.88 7,999.99 1,351.52 1,068.84 82.78 7,999.99
Electronic
Audio Player
Laptop

162.93 126.96 1.00

499.95

467.61

988.87 397.89 9.24 1,999.99 1,486.73

207.45

35.02

499.95

617.96

74.88 1,999.99

maximum price pmax
are drawn based on the statistical price proﬁle given in Table 5.1.
i
Then, the seller reservation price pi is calculated as

pi = N (p̄i , (pmax
− p̄i )/2)
i

where p̄i = (pmax
+ pmin
)/2 and N is the normal distribution. After the items and
i
i
their reservation prices are determined, depending on the cover money determination
method, the amounts of cover money are determined ﬁrst, and then the purchase bids
are generated or vice versa. The buyer reservation prices for the requested items are also
determined as the seller reservation prices with one diﬀerence and that is the buyer
reservation prices should be greater than equal to the seller reservation prices since
negative utility values are not allowed. This also ensures that all the bids and the pairs
in the bids are valid and no preprocessing is necessary. Thus, the number of generated
bids and the size of the request sets in the generated instances are consistent with
the Number of Bids per Bidder and Request Set Size parameters which is important
for correct evaluation of the experimental results. For further details on the test case
generator, the source code is available from [140].
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Table 5.2. The values of the parameters used in the test case generator.

Parameter Name

Values

Market Type

Book, CD/DVD, Electronic
100, 250, 500, 1000, 2000, 10000

Number of Bidders
25000
Number Of Items per Bidder

Poisson (2), Poisson (4), Poisson (6)

Number of Bids per Bidder

Poisson (2), Poisson (4), Poisson (6)

Request Set Determination Method

Closely Priced, Uniform Selection

Request Set Size

Poisson (2), Poisson (4), Poisson (6)
Discrete Uniform (1, Req. Set Size),

Upper Purchase Limit
Poisson (1.5)
Cover Money Determination Method

Cover Money First, Bids First
Normal (0.05, 0.05), Normal (0.1, 0.1),

Cover Money Ratio

Normal (0.25, 0.25), Normal (0.5, 0.5),
Normal (0.75, 0.75)

k-DA Parameter

0.5

5.5. Experimental Results

In order to estimate the performance of a general purpose MIP solver for the
WDP on real-world markets, we have prepared a comprehensive test suite consisting
of 22,680 WDP instances. The values of the parameters used for generating test suite
can be seen in Table 5.2. The test suite supports full-factorial testing such that all
possible combinations of the values of the parameters can be tested.

In this test suite, the number of bidders is varied between 100 and 25,000 in
order to represent small to very large markets. Each bidder is assumed to put forward
a number of items for sale as well as place a number of bids for purchase both of
which are assumed to be distributed with Poisson distribution having mean values
of two, four and six. Therefore, instances with diﬀerent ratios of the number of sale
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requests to purchase requests are generated. The same distributions are also used
for the Request Set Size parameter in order to simulate diﬀerent levels of bidders’
indiﬀerence to the items they want to purchase. In accordance with the sizes of their
request sets, the upper purchase limits of the bids are assumed to be distributed with
either Poisson distribution having a mean value of 1.5 or discrete uniform distribution
having a lower bound of one and an upper bound as the size of the request set. The
former distribution is used to represent the case in which the bidders are willing to
buy a few items at most, and the latter is used to represent the more general cases
in which the bidders are interested in half of the items listed in their request set on
average. Finally, ﬁve diﬀerent average cover money ratios between 5% - 75% are used
to observe the eﬀect of diﬀerent cover money amounts.

The generated test cases were solved using the MIP solver in the IBM ILOG
CPLEX Optimizer package version 12.2 [55]. The solver was conﬁgured to use eight
threads in parallel and each instance was run on eight hyper-threaded CPU cores (on
four physical CPU cores) of 2.93 GHz clock speed with 16 GB of memory. Also, a wallclock time limit of 30 minutes was deﬁned for each instance. The other parameters of
the solver were left untouched. The operating system used was 64 bit Linux.

Among the 22,680 instances, the CPLEX MIP solver found the optimum solution
for 17,278 instances. For 4,697 instances, the solver could not ﬁnd the optimum solution
within the time limit, however, it was able to ﬁnd a nonzero feasible solution. For the
rest of the 705 instances, the solver was unable to ﬁnd a solution within the time limit.
The instances for which the solver could not ﬁnd a solution within the time limit are
referred as insolvable instances.

The results classiﬁed based on the parameters Number of Bidders, Cover Money
Determination Method and Cover Money Ratio can be seen in Table 5.3. The other
parameters are left free.

Overall

Bids First

CM First

66

0

0

0

13

53

70

0

0

0

1

69

feas

0

0

2

80

155

feas

324

324

312

191

130

opt

0

0

12

133

194

feas

500

324

322

282

155

102

opt

0

2

42

169

222

feas

1000

323

314

243

138

82

opt

1

10

81

186

242

feas

2000

0

0

0

57

113

324

324

307

227

186

0

0

17

97

138

324

323

292

190

156

0

1

32

134

168

324

314

272

182

136

0

10

52

142

188

310

301

244

154

117

941

307

279

194

109

52

opt

0

0

14

59

68

14

23

69

129

161

98

0

0

11

41

46

538 141

17

45

116

156

204

feas insol

10000

1450 170 1368 252 1285 335 1228 392 1126 396

324

324

324

267

211

1383 237 1281 339 1185 435 1100 520

324

324

322

244

169

opt

250

1

15

70

94

98

28

41

93

115

141

2

12

28

73

73

529 278

33

73

91

147

185

feas insol

1014 418 188

294

271

203

136

110

813

290

236

163

83

41

opt

25000

3104 136 2833 407 2649 591 2470 770 2328 912 2067 934 239 1827 947 466

1554

Overall

324

25%

324

311

10%

75%

271

5%

324

1550

Overall

50%

324

75%

324

25%
324

323

10%

50%

255

opt

100

5%

CM Det. Met. Avg. CM Ratio

Number of Bidders

parameters Number of Bidders, Cover Money Determination Method and Cover Money Ratio.

Table 5.3. The number of optimum solutions (opt), feasible solutions (feas) and insolvable instances (insol) classiﬁed based on the
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It is observed that for the instances containing up to 2,000 bidders, the performance of the solver is quite good, although some of the solutions are not optimum.
However, among the instances with 10,000 and 25,000 bidders, 705 of them are insolvable. The number of optimum solutions is also smaller for these instances. Another
observation is related to the cover money ratio. As expected, the diﬃculty of the instances increases dramatically as the cover money ratio decreases. When the average
cover money ratio is 75%, almost all the instances are solvable optimally within the
time limit. However, when the ratio is 5%, the solver could not ﬁnd the optimum solution for 122 instances out of 624 instances containing only 100 bidders. Finally, the
cover money determination method is observed as being less eﬀective than the other
two parameters. The instances generated using the bids ﬁrst approach are slightly
easier than the instances generated using the cover money ﬁrst approach. The reason
is that the minimum amounts of cover money for some bidders are strictly positive in
the bids ﬁrst approach rather than being zero as in the cover money ﬁrst approach as
explained in Section 5.4. The running times of the solver for the optimum solutions
are also presented in Table 5.4. The results in this table also follow almost the same
pattern. The slight diﬀerences are caused by not including the running times of the
solver for both the feasible and the insolvable instances.

Table 5.5 presents the results which are classiﬁed based on the parameters Number of Items per Bidder, Number of Bids per Bidder and Request Set Size. It is observed that as the average number of items per bidder increases, the instances become
easier to solve. For instance, when the average number of items per bidder is 2, the
solver ﬁnds the optimum solution for the 5,247 instances out of 7,560 instances and
there are 546 insolvable instances. However, when the average number of items per
bidder is 6, optimum solutions for 6,316 instances are found and there are only 12 insolvable instances. In contrast to the average number of items per bidder, the diﬃculty
of the problem instances increases as the average number of bids per bidder increases.
Therefore, the ratio of the average number of items per bidder to the average number
of bids per bidder has a particular eﬀect on the diﬃculty of the WDP. The eﬀect of
the average request set size is, on the other hand, not conclusive on its own, and it is
based on this ratio. When this ratio is small, the instances become more diﬃcult to
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solve as the average request set size increases whereas when the ratio is high, this has
no negative eﬀect on the diﬃculty of the instances, and even slight improvements are
observed.

The results which are classiﬁed based on the rest of the parameters, i.e. the
Market Type, Request Set Determination Method and Upper Purchase Limit, can be
seen in Table 5.6. It is observed that the numbers of optimum, feasible and insolvable
instances are almost same across the diﬀerent conﬁgurations, and therefore it can be
concluded that the values of these parameters have no signiﬁcant eﬀect on the diﬃculty
of the instances for the CPLEX MIP solver.

Finally, Table 5.7 presents the histogram of the goodness of the feasible solutions
found by the CPLEX MIP solver classiﬁed based on the number of bidders. The
goodness of a feasible solution is deﬁned as

Goodness =

T he objective value of the f easible solution
T he best upper bound of the objective f unction

For the instances for which the solver could not ﬁnd an upper bound, the objective value
of the linear relaxation of the corresponding instance was used as the upper bound. It
is seen that for almost half of the feasible solutions, the objective values are very close
to the optimum, i.e. within at least 99% of the objective value of the corresponding
optimum solution. If we consider a goodness of 0.9 as a threshold, then 2,843 out of
4,697 instances become solvable corresponding to approximately 60% of the feasible
solutions. This ratio increases to approximately 96% as the threshold decreases to 0.5
and only there are 200 instances which are below this threshold. The plot of the more
detailed histogram can be seen in Figure 5.4.
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1
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0
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0
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Overall
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0
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0
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0
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10%
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71

5%

107

90

0

0

3

154

135

121

0

0

1

161

229

18

18

0

1

17

45

41

18

0

1

5

51

60

108

104

0

13

101

154

162

113

0

1

21

195

209

23

23

1

1

20

67

51

22

1

2

34

53

51

129

134

1

3

138

228

182

124

1

5

149

210

175

25

20

2

9

26

33

57

30

3

10

49

61

76

125

114

3

66

129

152

193

136

4

58

168

213

222

37

35

10

12

34

91

70

39

12

25

48

58

144

142

145

27

55

109

272

224

139

48

103

131

167

315

66

61

41

60

80

78

50

72

44

66

81

130

109

136

130

53

98

166

185

160

143

80

134

138

260

111

175

154

152

168

142

192

100

202

178

191

218

211

352

259

234

202

268

174

335

143

286

297

292

268

269

221

CM Det. Met. Avg. CM Ratio mean stdev mean stdev mean stdev mean stdev mean stdev mean stdev mean stdev

Number of Bidders

Number of Bidders, Cover Money Determination Method and Cover Money Ratio.

Table 5.4. The running times (s) of the CPLEX MIP solver for the optimum solutions classiﬁed based the parameters
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Table 5.5. The number of optimum solutions (opt), feasible solutions (feas) and
insolvable instances (insol) classiﬁed based on the parameters
Number of Items per Bidder, Number of Bids per Bidder and Request Set Size.

Avg. # Items

Avg. # Bids

Avg. Req.

Per Bidder

Per Bidder

Set Size

opt

feas

insol

2

794

44

2

4

776

62

2

6

795

44

1

Overall

2365

150

5

2

646

142

52

4

519

240

81

6

461

293

86

Overall

1626

675

219

2

576

187

77

4

393

330

117

6

287

425

128

Overall

1256

942

322

2

4
2

6

Overall

5247

1767

546

2

805

33

2

4

828

12

0

6

839

1

0

Overall

2472

46

2

2

635

192

13

4

627

208

5

6

664

176

0

Overall

1926

576

18

2

508

275

57

4

417

373

50

2

4
4

6
6

392

428

20

Overall

1317

1076

127

Overall

5715

1698

147

2

826

14

0

4

840

0

0

6

840

0

0

Overall

2506

14

0

2

695

144

1

4

741

99

0

2

4
6

6

777

63

0

Overall

2213

306

1

2

528

304

8

4

520

318

2

6
6

549

290

1

Overall

1597

912

11

6316

1232

12

Overall
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Table 5.6. The number of optimum solutions (opt), feasible solutions (feas) and
insolvable instances (insol) classiﬁed based on the parameters Market Type,
Request Set Determination Method and Upper Purchase Limit.

Market

Req. Set

Upper

Type

Det. Method

Pur. Limit

opt

feas

insol

Uniform

1367

474

49

Poisson

1398

437

55

Overall

2765

911

104

Uniform

1409

414

67

Poisson

1425

385

80

Overall

2834

799

147

5599 1710

251

Closely Priced

Book
Uniform Selection

Overall

Closely Priced

CD/DVD
Uniform Selection

Uniform

1464

388

38

Poisson

1437

401

52

Overall

2901

789

90

Uniform

1481

343

66

Poisson

1465

358

67

Overall

2946

701

133

5847 1490

223

Overall

Closely Priced

Electronic
Uniform Selection

Overall

Number of Solutions

Uniform

1437

408

45

Poisson

1448

388

54

Overall

2885

796

99

Uniform

1471

360

59

Poisson

1476

341

73

Overall

2947

701

132

5832 1497

231
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Table 5.7. Number of feasible solutions classiﬁed according to the goodness values.

Goodness
Number of Bidders

0.00 - 0.50

0.50 - 0.90

0.90 - 0.99

0.99 - 1.00

100

0

0

29

107

250

0

0

95

312

500

0

18

143

430

1000

15

116

131

508

2000

96

337

47

432

10000

58

584

13

279

25000

31

599

39

278

Overall

200

1654

497

2346

5.6. Discussion and Conclusion

In this chapter, we have proposed an e-market model designed especially for
secondary markets for the trading of used goods and as well as new ones. The model is
based on the discrete-time DA institution in which each bidder can both put forward
items for sale and place bids for purchase during the predeﬁned submission period.
The model augments the DA institution with a cover money mechanism which allows
bidders to declare an amount of cover money in order to limit the maximum amount
of money to be spent in the market. Thus, it is ensured that for each bidder what is
spent on purchased items minus the proceeds of sold items do not exceed the declared
cover money amount. Furthermore, the model further provides a mechanism in which
the bidders are allowed to declare a list of substitutable items and put a limit on the
number of items to be purchased in that list. These mechanisms provide a higher
trading volume and a better allocation of items by encouraging bidders to participate
in the e-market without the risk of having a budget deﬁcit and by enabling bidders to
express their preferences of substitutabilities in the market.
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We have formally deﬁned the winner determination problem using linear integer
programming and proven that the decision version of this problem is NP-complete.
Furthermore, it is shown that the problem is inapproximable unless P = N P . However,
this theoretical result is valid if the cover money amounts of all the bidders are zero
which is very unlikely to occur in a real market and also which can easily be prevented
by the market maker. Therefore, in order to estimate the real-life performance of
the model, we have designed a test case generator and prepared a comprehensive test
suite. The test suite is then solved using the CPLEX MIP solver. Within a time limit
of 30 minutes, the solver has found optimum solutions for approximately 76% of the
instances. For the instances in which the number of bidders is not greater than 2,000,
this ratio increases to 82%. Besides, if a goodness value of 0.5 is considered as adequate,
then the CPLEX MIP solver is capable of solving 96% of these instances. Thus, this
general purpose MIP solver can readily be used for solving the winner determination
problem in small markets, although there is room for improvement. For larger markets
consisting of more than 10,000 bidders, on the other hand, the solver could not ﬁnd any
solution at all for approximately 11% of the instances. Besides, the average goodness
of the feasible solutions are also lower compared to the smaller problem instances.

As demonstrated by the experiments, the diﬃculty of the problem instances tends
to decrease as the cover money amounts increase and the ratio of the number of items to
be sold per bidder to the number of bids per bidder increases. Thus, the market maker
may enforce or motivate bidders to declare higher amounts of cover money and put
forward higher number of items for sale and/or place less number of bids. Although the
diﬃcult problem instances can be avoided to a degree by these restrictions, they would
reduce the allocative eﬃciency of the market. Therefore, as a future work, designing
heuristic methods which would be used as a complement to the MIP solver for solving
unrestricted diﬃcult problem instances should be considered.
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Figure 5.4. The histogram plot of the goodness of the feasible solutions.
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6. CONCLUSION

Recent advances in information and communication technologies provided us a
platform so that we now have:
• high computational power making it possible to solve large scale problems pretty
quickly,
• the Internet providing a worldwide communication medium for the people, computers and mobile devices, and
• the World Wide Web providing a high level user interface for the users worldwide.

This platform provides most of the components needed for building large-scale
e-markets in which participants worldwide can use in order to engage in trade transactions. Other important components that are needed are market models and algorithmic
engines that analyze the bids of the participants and extract from the collection of bids,
feasible trading patterns that optimize some criteria such as the trading volume and/or
the social welfare.

In this thesis, we contribute three auction and barter based e-market models
and corresponding optimization algorithms that provide better allocation of items
and higher social welfare.

Our ﬁrst model, i.e.

the direct barter model for the

course add/drop process, utilizes direct bartering institution without using money as
a medium of exchange for improving the eﬃciency of the course add/drop process in
the universities. In addition to the usual add and drop requests, the model allows
students to barter their courses for the courses they want. This feature prevents possible ineﬃciencies and dead-locks which are seen in the ﬁrst come ﬁrst served based
systems. In our model, we also introduce a two-level weighting system that enables
students to express priorities among their requests while providing fairness among the
students. The beneﬁts of introducing these mechanisms and the fast performance of
our optimization algorithm have been demonstrated on various test cases based on the
registration data of our university.
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In our second model, i.e. the multi-unit diﬀerential auction barter model, we
extend the direct bartering institution by introducing diﬀerential payment mechanism.
This mechanism allows bidders to barter diﬀerent valued items by declaring a diﬀerential payment amount which is the amount of money the bidder is willing to get or
give if the bartering takes place. Besides, the usual sale and purchase bids in a DA
institution are also preserved. The model further comprises a powerful and ﬂexible
bidding language. This language allows bidders to express their complex preferences of
purchase, sell and exchange requests for multiple instances of commodities, and hence
increases the allocative eﬃciency of the market. A fast algorithm is proposed for the
optimization problem of the model and its performance is demonstrated on various
test cases containing up to one million bids. Thus, the model can be used even in
large-scale online auctions without worrying about the running times of the solver.

Finally, in our third model, i.e. the double auction with limited cover money
model, we extend the discrete time double auction institution with a mechanism which
allows bidders to declare an amount of cover money for limiting their transactions.
Thus, for each bidder what is spent on purchased items minus the proceeds of sold items
cannot exceed his cover money amount. This feature encourages bidders to participate
in the e-markets without the risk of having a budget deﬁcit. Besides, since a bidder
may also be indiﬀerent to multiple items, the model further provides a mechanism
for expressing their preferences of substitutabilities in the market which results in a
better allocation of resources. However, diﬀerent from our ﬁrst and second models, the
decision version of the optimization problem for this model is NP-complete. Therefore,
we have also designed a test case generator with wide-range of conﬁgurable parameters
and prepared a comprehensive test suite. We have demonstrated the performance of the
CPLEX MIP solver on this test suite. We have observed that although the complexity
results are discouraging, the performance of the solver for the cases containing up to
2000 bidders is satisfactory making the model suitable to be used in e-markets of that
size. However, designing fast heuristic methods would be necessary for operating larger
markets.
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